**After Life**

Episode 5

The curtains go up on the community theater revue and things go about as well as can be expected. Tony receives devastating news.

**AJ And The Queen**

Columbus

A fender bender leads to a frantic game of cat and mouse. AJ receives a message from back home, and Ruby prepares for an impromptu competition.

**AJ And The Queen**

Dallas

The end of tour arrives as Ruby competes in Miss Drag USA, AJ prepares for Pop Pop’s farm, and Brianna attempts one last desperate leap of faith.

**Archer**

Dining With The Zarglorp

Deep in space, Archer and the crew encounter a terrifying cosmic beast. Even deeper, they encounter a self-aggrandizing life coach.

**Archer**

Mr. Deadly Goes To Town

Archer and the crew pick up a hitchhiker and try to convince him to turn his life around.

**Archer**

Road Trip

Daydreams of an interstellar road trip turn into an existential nightmare.

**Archer**

Robert De Niro

When a trial turns into a party it can only mean that Barry-6 has returned!

**Archer**

Space Pirates

A voyage home gets interrupted by an alien battle cruiser carrying precious cargo.

**Atypical**

Road Rage Paige

A hard truth keeps Casey up at night. Sam experiences a rough season with Zahid — and Paige. Elsa and Doug brace for their next chapter.
**Avenue 5**

This Is Physically Hurting Me

While Karen oversees an effort to jettison non-essential passenger items, Billie tries to teach an inattentive Ryan how to dock the ship. Matt learns of Judd’s plan to make the “ultimate sacrifice” by returning to Earth. Meanwhile, the passengers suspect all is not as it seems with the journey.

---

**Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens**

Atlantic City

Nora and Grandma go to Atlantic City, where Nora gambles and runs into an old acquaintance on the boardwalk, and Grandma and her friends battle to use a casino power outlet.

---

**Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens**

Grandma & Chill

Grandma tells Nora the story of how she met her husband in the style of a Korean drama.

---

**Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens**

Not Today

Nora impulsively dyes her hair after a fight with her dad, and Wally goes to a single parent support group meeting.

---

**Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens**

Paperwork

Nora attempts to cash a check to pick her car up from an impound lot, only to discover that her bank has closed her account.

---

**Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens**

Vagarina

After Nora suffers a vaginal injury, she’s tapped by a DJ to record her chronic queefing for his new track.

---

**The Baker And The Beauty**

I Think She’s Coming Out

While meeting the Garcias for the first time, Noa accidentally reveals a big secret, causing chaos amongst the family; meanwhile, Vanessa shows up unannounced and finds herself face-to-face with her rival for the first time.

---

**The Baker And The Beauty**

Pilot

Daniel Garcia is working in the family bakery and doing everything that his loving Cuban parents and siblings expect him to do. But on a wild Miami night, he meets Noa Hamilton and his life moves into the spotlight.

---

**The Baker And The Beauty**

The Pork Highway

While keeping their relationship under wraps from the world, Daniel and Noa head to Puerto Rico for her fundraising event but the good-time vibes grind to a halt when both Noa’s ex appears and an accident occurs that puts the fundraiser in jeopardy.
**Ballers**

Edutainment

In the wake of an unexpected tragedy, Spencer prepares for his first owners meeting. While trying to balance work and his relationship with Kate, Joe decides to go on Ricky's radio show. Charles deals with an unexpected health crisis in the middle of his busiest time at work.

**Ballers**

Players Only

Spencer refuses to back down in his fight for the league's players. Joe embraces a new state of mind as he finds peace with himself. Julie encourages Charles to take care of unfinished business. Ricky decides to strike out on his own with his latest project.

**Baskets**

Moving On

Martha removes her cast.

**Better Things**

Batceñera

Sam throws Frankie a Batceñera.

**Betty**

Perstephanie

Kirt turns to "alternative" medicine to heal her friendships while the rest of the crew struggles with relationship issues of their own. Exactly how desperate for cash are you, Indigo?

**Big Mouth**

Duke

The ghost of Duke Ellington takes Nick and friends on a journey back in time to 1913: the year he lost his virginity and found his true calling.

**Big Mouth**

Florida

While Nick tags along with the Gloubermans on a wild road trip to Florida, Jay discovers he's been "Home Alone'd" -- and moves in with a new family.

**Bigger**

Pilot

After Layne's bad-in-bed boyfriend proposes, Layne has a one-night stand with a bigger and definitely better option, while struggling to rebrand her vintage store. Tracy learns that being on a reality show and having millions of followers doesn't guarantee social media success, while Vince struggles to be a bigtime DJ.

**Bigger**

What Am I Suppose To Do With...

Deon reevaluates what is important in his career, while Layne learns more about herself as a business owner. Vince gives the crew the VIP treatment when he brings them along to his new DJ gig. The ladies get into trouble, forcing Layne to make some hard decisions.
Black Monday
Fore!
Blair's new political connection puts Dawn in a compromising position. Yassir and Wayne attempt to solve an office mystery.

Black Monday
I Don't Like Mondays
A plan comes together.

black-ish
Earl, Interrupted
When Pops starts partying after a break up, Dre digs deeper and discovers his father's hidden depression.

black-ish
Everybody Blames Raymond
It's Halloween and this year the Dre and Bow are afraid of the company Jack's been keeping. Junior's made it his mission to make sure that his baby brother, Devante, isn't forgotten in the chaos of his first Halloween.

black-ish
Hair Day
Bow takes Diane to the hair salon and wants to spend this time together bonding, but Diane isn't having it. Diane is conflicted about relaxing her hair again and embarks on a hair journey with the help of Bow, Ruby and her hair stylist, Yaya (Jill Scott).

#blackAF
because of slavery
Shooting a documentary for her NYU application, Drea introduces her unfiltered family as Kenya considers toning down his "flexing" around white people.

#blackAF
still... because of slavery
Ahead of the family's Juneteenth party, Joya struggles to confront Izzy about her dance video as Kenya stresses the importance of hygiene to his sons.

#blackAF
yo, between you and me... this is because of slavery
After criticizing a Black film, Kenya seeks out honest feedback from his family and peers. Joya worries her kids aren't embracing their Blackness.

Bless The Harts
Can't Get There From Here
With money getting tighter and tighter, Jenny reluctantly takes a job at a local strip club while Wayne decides to mate ostriches in hopes of selling their eggs.
Bless This Mess
The Grisham Gals
Rio tries to help Kay get over her jealousy of her sister Stacey who is in town visiting, but soon finds herself jealous of Kay's near-perfect sister when she learns that Mike and Stacey used to date. Meanwhile, Rudy and Constance want to take their relationship to the next level.

Bob Hearts Abishola
Whacking The Mole
After Abishola has a romantic dream about Bob, she tries to suppress her feelings for him and pays the price.

Bob's Burgers
Drumforgiven
Bob and Louise are riding high, hosting an exclusive screening of a Hawk & Chick movie at the restaurant, until the actor who plays Hawk throws a wrench into the works for his own mysterious reasons.

Bob's Burgers
A Fish Called Tina
Tina goes too far trying to be a perfect mentor. Bob and Linda test out the gym next door.

Bob's Burgers
The Handyman Can
When Teddy finds himself doubting his abilities as a handyman, the kids build up his confidence by conjuring three different fantasies where he saves the day.

Bob's Burgers
Have Yourself A Maily Linda Christmas
Linda works a temp job at the P.O. to make extra money. When an important package goes undelivered, Linda breaks protocol and takes it upon herself to save the day. Meanwhile Bob and Tina are trapped home with Linda's family. Gene and Louise scramble to find the perfect Tina gift.

Bob's Burgers
The Hawkening: Look Who's Hawking Now
Bob and Louise are riding high, hosting an exclusive screening of a Hawk & Chick movie at the restaurant, until the actor who plays Hawk throws a wrench into the works for his own mysterious reasons.

Bob's Burgers
Just The Trip
The kids’ otherwise boring spring break ends with an unexpected family trip.

Bob's Burgers
Legends Of The Mall
On a Belcher family trip to the mall, Tina is mistaken for a sleeping boy's girlfriend. Meanwhile, Gene and Louise are turned loose on motorized animals, Linda disrupts a book reading, and Bob struggles to shop for acceptable pants.
**Bob's Burgers**

Now We're NOT Cooking With Gas
Bob is determined to do whatever it takes to cook a rare, heritage turkey after the gas goes out on Thanksgiving.

**Bob's Burgers**

Poops! I Didn't Do It Again
Louise must face her fear of public pooping when her class goes on an overnight trip to the aquarium. Meanwhile, Linda enlists the family to make a video for her parents' anniversary.

**Bob's Burgers**

Three Girls And A Little Wharfy
Louise teams up with her old pal Jessica and fifth grader Megan to search for Wharfy, a probably fictional sea monster who is said to live in the wharf. Bob takes an online master class by a world-renowned chef.

**BoJack Horseman**

Nice While It Lasted
A celebration brings people together.

**Boomerang**

Hot Sex
To celebrate her new job, Crystal takes a solo trip to Paris. Initially more interested in social media, she eventually finds adventure and romance without her phone, coming into her own as a new strong, sexy, independent Crystal, not defined by her friends.

**Breeders**

No Sleep
Paul (Martin Freeman) and Ally (Daisy Haggard) thought these nights were over. Paul spends the night fighting his own anger and his children's inability to go the f**k to sleep.

**Brockmire**

The Long Offseason
Artificial intelligence takes steps in pursuit to rule the world and attempts to take over baseball.

**Brooklyn Nine-Nine**

Dillman
When a prank goes disastrously awry, things at the Nine-Nine take a distinctly Agatha Christie turn.

**Brooklyn Nine-Nine**

Lights Out
The entire squad is on high alert when a massive blackout hits Brooklyn.

**Brooklyn Nine-Nine**

Trying
Jake and Amy work an uncrackable case while Holt adjusts to a new beat. Hitchcock looks for the love of his life.
**Central Park**

Hot Oven

Molly introduces Brendan to the family. Helen stumbles upon a new way to get Shampagne out of her life.

---

**The Conners**

Live From Lanford

The Conners share their differing takes on why they all think everyone should vote; Louise gets an opportunity that might send her away from Lanford, prompting the family to interfere in Dan's complicated relationship.

---

**Curb Your Enthusiasm**

Happy New Year

It’s mid-January and Larry is done saying “Happy New Year”. Larry feels wronged by Mocha Joe and vows to open a “Spite Store” coffee shop next door. Jeff is confused for Harvey Weinstein. Larry realizes that a MAGA hat is great people repellent.

---

**DAVE**

The Gander

Dave attempts to capitalize on his YouTube success by getting YG to do a feature verse. Instead, Dave meets GaTa and gets educated on the social dynamics of the rap world. Under GaTa's tutelage, an unlikely friendship is formed that may prove much more valuable than anything Dave was imagining.

---

**DAVE**

Hype Man

Dave is opening for Meek Mill and his neuroticism spirals into an identity crisis. When Dave asks GaTa to act as his hype man to legitimize his performance, GaTa is forced to confront demons from his past and reveal his struggles with mental illness (bipolar disorder) to his new friends.

---

**Dead To Me**

It’s Not You, It’s Me

Filled with guilt and regret, Jen finds a civic-minded way to unleash some pent-up feelings. Judy revisits her past. The police uncover a new lead.

---

**Dead To Me**

Where Do We Go From Here

Determined to protect her family, Jen tries to come clean about Steve’s whereabouts, but the situation veers in an unexpected direction thanks to Judy.

---

**Dear White People**

Chapter I

With Sam, Lionel and the rest of the crew caught up in their own priorities, Al suddenly feels like the only one fighting for change at Winchester.

---

**Diary Of A Future President**

Two Party System

On the Tallahassee trip, Elena has unresolved issues with Jessica - and inspiring words from a Senator help her arrive at a solution. Bobby struggles with expressing himself and finds comfort in Sam’s guidance. Gabi tries to pretend like everything’s fine, despite her grief and her new normal with Sam.
Dickinson
Because I Could Not Stop
Emily's attempt to publish a poem sparks backlash. Wiz Khalifa guest stars.

Disenchantment
Stairway To Hell
Bean and Luci concoct a plan to resurrect Elfo. But he'll have to meet them in hell — if he can get there. Zag discovers a friend in frozen Dreamland.

Divorce
Away Games
Robert and Frances are thrown together for a weekend as they chaperone Lila's away-game. Robert has his hands full trying to keep rowdy teens in line, while also clocking Frances' new flirtation. Diane considers a proposition from Gordon. Dallas discovers that she and her fellow therapists share a common problem.

Divorce
Charred
Frances and Robert, having both moved on, discover that their new lives are much more complicated than anticipated. Diane has her first face to face with Nick. Dallas continues her quest to connect with her resentful son, Cole.

Dollface
Guys' Girl
Jules Wiley has been totally absorbed by her relationship for the last five years. When her boyfriend dumps her unexpectedly, Jules has to come to terms with the fact that she's let her female friendships fall apart, and plan a girls night out in an attempt to win them back.

Duncanville
Pilot
Annie worries about her very average teenage son.

The End Of The F***ing World
Episode 2
Just as Alyssa claws her way back to a semblance of a normal life, she discovers her past isn't done with her yet.

Everything's Gonna Be Okay
Harvester Ants
In the wake of Matilda's awkward first sexual encounter, Nicholas must now help her navigate the uncomfortable reality that, as a teenager with autism, consent will always be a gray area for her.

Everything's Gonna Be Okay
Seven-Spotted Ladybug
Nicholas' single dad has very bad cancer and he's going to die, soon. So, Nicholas offers himself up to be the guardian for his two teenage half-sisters. They already know not to put their heads in the oven. What's the worst that can happen?
Family Guy
Cat Fight
After Quagmire opens a cat-friendly coffee shop next door to Brian's favorite writing spot, Brian launches a campaign to get the café shut down. Meanwhile, Lois takes Chris and Meg to Christian family camp after they get into trouble at school.

Family Guy
Rich Old Stewie
In the distant future, a very rich and much older Stewie returns home to say his final goodbyes to a dying Peter. Peter's imminent death is, of course, just a scam by the family to try to steal Stewie's money.

Family Reunion
Remember How This All Started?
The McKellans head to a family reunion at M'Dear and Grandpa's house, where Moz, Cocoa and the kids consider a simpler life away from city comforts.

Feel Good
Episode 3
As George continues to hide her relationship with Mae from her friends, it begins to affect their sex life. Maggie's daughter asks Mae for advice.

First Wives Club
Plan B
A spending spree with Derek's money gets Hazel financially cut off. Ari agrees to be Hazel's lawyer, and is put in an awkward position when David accepts a donation from Derek. After trying therapy with Gary, Bree realizes she wants a divorce.

Florida Girls
Sunday Chunky Sunday
When Jayla skips out on the predominately black Chunky Sunday BBQ, Kaitlin becomes desperate to find another black person to go with them, and Shelby struggles with feeling accepted.

Fuller House
A Modest Proposal
A dutiful DJ springs into action when Fernando asks for help proposing to Kimmy -- again. But the results are even bigger and better than she expected.

Future Man
The Land After Time
Josh discovers a new happiness as Wolf loses his mind and Tiger embarks on an unexpected journey.

Gentefied
The Grapevine
Struggling to make ends meet in the mariachi band, Javier considers leaving LA with son Danny, who's in the throes of his first big crush.
**Gentefied**

**The Mural**

Ana's mural celebrating brown love stirs up strong feelings in the neighborhood. Chris and Erik butt heads over how to bring in new customers.

---

**Gentefied**

**Protest Tacos**

When Yessika threatens to protest the food tour, Erik and Chris come up with a creative solution - and Ana finds herself caught in the middle.

---

**Get Shorty**

**The Stick**

Miles (Chris O'Dowd) nearly brings his long term plan to fruition. Rick (Ray Romano) gives Amara (Lidia Porto) an ultimatum, and Louis (Sean Bridgers) surprises Gladys (Sarah Stiles) in New York.

---

**GLOW**

**Desert Pollen**

Fed up with the ladies' sloppy performances and lack of training, Cherry takes them to a showgirl dance class, which stokes Debbie's insecurities.

---

**GLOW**

**Freaky Tuesday**

Tammé's back injury leads to the GLOW girls shaking up their boring Vegas show by switching wrestling characters. Meanwhile, an offer divides the producers on the future of the show.

---

**GLOW**

**Outward Bound**

A camping trip in the desert canyons outside Vegas spirals into a night of soul-searching, bitter showdowns and bombshell revelations.

---

**The Goldbergs**

**Vacation**

Beverly (Wendi McLendon-Covey) marshals everyone for one last family vacation to Disneyland. Erica (Hayley Orrantia) worries that Geoff (Sam Lerner) wants to break up. Guest starring Christie Brinkley.

---

**The Good Place**

**Whenever You're Ready**

One by one, each member of the Soul Squad achieves a sense of peace and exits The Good Place forever. Michael cannot leave because he is an eternal being, so Eleanor persuades the Judge to grant him life on Earth as a real human. Finally content, Eleanor exits.

---

**Grace And Frankie**

**The Change**

Grace tries to make amends to Frankie, Sol gives Robert a taste of his own medicine, and Brianna and Barry reach a turning point in their relationship.

---

**Grace And Frankie**

**The Short Rib**

Grace and Frankie introduce Jack to Nick, hoping they can all go on vacation together. Meanwhile, Barry finally gets his short-rib double date.
**Grace And Frankie**

The Tank

Grace's loyalties are tested as she and Frankie face the Sharks. Robert scrambles to recoup the money he donated. Bud meets his long-lost cousin.

**The Great**

The Great

In 1761, Catherine travels to Russia to marry the Emperor, Peter. With hopes of marrying a great love, Catherine soon realizes Peter is a selfish brat who stands against everything she values. Catherine is feeling hopeless when her servant, Marial, presents her with an alternative path – to overthrow Peter.

**High Fidelity**

Top Five Heartbreaks

After a first date and hookup gone wrong with nice guy, Clyde, record store owner, Rob Brooks, goes into an emotional tailspin in which she recounts the ups and downs of her All-Time Top Five Most Memorable Heartbreaks.

**High Fidelity**

Uptown

Rob is ready to move on to the next chapter in her life, so when she gets a call about a record collection for sale she asks Clyde (her one-night stand) to go with her to the Upper East Side.

**High Maintenance**

Backflash

Sisters deal with an untimely death; a bickering couple renegotiates their relationship; and a new mother hosts her visiting cousin.

**High Maintenance**

Soup

Snowed-in flight attendants spend Christmas Eve together; The Guy is delayed on his way home for the holidays.

**High Maintenance**

Trick

The Guy delivers to a man looking for more than just sex; an intimacy Coordinator explores a different kind of relationship.

**High School Musical: The Musical: The Series**

Homecoming

Nini and Kourtney ditch Homecoming for a much-needed girl's night. Meanwhile, Gina convinces EJ to take her to Homecoming. Thinking Seb has stood him up, Carlos finds the courage to dance alone. Kourtney helps Nini feel confident at karaoke night when she sings the feel-good song "Born to be Brave."

**I Am Not Okay With This**

Dear Diary...

When her best friend (and secret crush) hooks up with a crude jock, Syd seethes with anger...and her feelings boil over in startling ways.
**Indebted**

Everybody's Talking About Hot Goss

Joanna has a new girlfriend that doesn't like to gossip. This forces the family to take a long hard look at the way they communicate because they love hot goss!

---

**Insatiable**

The Most You Can Be

The Miss American Lady pageant declares its winner as shocking truths come to light, and Patty embraces her inner self, much to Bob's dismay.

---

**Insatiable**

Pig

Patty and Bob work frantically to cover up her crimes and are met with a few surprises. The regionals queen is given her crown.

---

**Insecure**

Lowkey Feelin’ Myself

Issa and Condola prep for a mixer to promote the block party. Molly develops feelings for Andrew.

---

**Insecure**

Lowkey Happy

Each reflecting on past mistakes and lessons learned, Issa and Lawrence try to find happiness.

---

**Insecure**

Lowkey Lost

When a crisis occurs, Issa and her friends must pull together.

---

**Just Roll With It**

No Thank You For Your Service

When Blair is uninterested in attending an award ceremony honoring Rachel for her service to veterans, Rachel confronts Blair and learns the truth about why Blair is avoiding the ceremony.

---

**Kidding**

Episode 3101

Jeff tries to teach children about change in the first episode of the 31st season of Mr. Pickles’ Puppet Time.

---

**Kidding**

The Nightingale Pledge

Jeff learns the safest place for him is far away from everyone. Will talks to a mysterious visitor at his school. With Maddy’s help, Deirdre gets a win for the show.

---

**Kidding**

The Puppet Dalai Lama

Jill asks Jeff a question he isn’t sure if he can answer.
Kidding
Up, Down And Everything In Between
While Jill, Deirdre and Seb debate over who is to blame for Jeff’s recent behavior, Jeff finds himself in the real-world version of Pickle Barrel Falls.

The Kominsky Method
Chapter 14. A Secret Leaks, A Teacher Speaks
Despite Norman’s prodding, Sandy remains reluctant to share some important news with Mindy. Norman and Madelyn come to an understanding.

Little America
The Cowboy
A Nigerian student finds a sense of connection through Oklahoma’s cowboy culture.

Little America
The Grand Prize Expo Winners
Hardworking mom Ai grapples with motherhood and her own identity on an Alaskan cruise.

Little America
The Rock
Faraz plans to build his family dream home despite a seemingly insurmountable obstacle.

Living With Yourself
Nice Knowing You
While original Miles tries to talk his way out of a sticky situation, new Miles gives himself a makeover and contemplates a dark end.

Lodge 49
The Door
After the events of Mexico, the Lynx regroup at a revived Lodge and prepare for an important coronation. Liz goes for a swim. Connie has a secret.

Lodge 49
Le Rêve Impossible
In a foreign land, the Lynx search for the Grail and Ernie embraces his fate. Janet pulls Liz into a scheme. Blammo.

Los Espookys
El exorcismo
Four friends – Renaldo, Andrés, Úrsula and Tati – start a new business based on their shared love of horror, enlisting Renaldo’s uncle Tico to help with its promotion.

Los Espookys
El monstruo marino
After a longtime tourist attraction is compromised, the mayor of a seaside town is approached by Renaldo to create another. Disappointed after meeting her chat-room boyfriend, Tati decides to follow Beatriz’s advice and be her own boss. Tico eyes a fortuitous partnership after running into Renaldo’s favorite director in LA.
Love Life

The Person
Darby takes a night for herself.

Love Life

Sara Yang
Darby tries her best to be a good friend.

Mad About You

The Kid Leaves
When Paul and Jamie drop their daughter Mabel off for her first day of college, it quickly becomes clear that they have very different ideas of what their lives after children will look like.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

It's Comedy Or Cabbage
Midge runs into an old friend in Miami. Abe grows frustrated with his beatnik friends while Rose reaches her breaking point with Shirley.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

Marvelous Radio
Midge and Susie head back to NYC and hustle for work. Abe is elated when someone publishes a piece he wrote. The Maisels gather for the bris of Astrid’s baby.

Medical Police

Wheels Up
After discovering an outbreak of a rare and deadly disease, Dr. Lola Spratt and Dr. Owen Maestro team up with a secret unit of the CDC to investigate.

The Midnight Gospel

Blinded By My End
A mishap sends Clancy to a medieval planet, where he rides along with a knight on a mission to avenge her lover’s murder. With Trudy Goodman.

The Midnight Gospel

Vulture With Honor
When his simulator malfunctions, Clancy is forced to face a few real-world problems. Later, he meets a meditation master. With David Nichtern.

mixed-ish

Let Your Hair Down
After a teacher tells Rainbow to make sure her hair is "neat" for picture day, she becomes self-conscious and begins a complicated relationship with her hair; Johan and Santamonica struggle with their own hair identity.

mixed-ish

Love Is A Battlefield
When Rainbow is tasked with a school assignment that requires her to trace her roots, she learns that when you’re mixed race, history is often very complicated.
mixed-ish
True Colors
Paul is shocked to hear from his estranged mother who wants to visit for Rainbow's 13th birthday and explain why she left him so many years ago.

Modern Family
Finale Part 1
Just as Mitch and Cam settle into their new house, Cam gets an out-of-town job offer. Phil and Claire decide that one of the kids needs to move out. Gloria worries that Jay and the kids don't need her anymore.

Modern Family
Finale Part 2
In the series finale, Mitch has a final skate with Claire, Phil has a final spoon with Jay, and the family gathers for one final goodbye before the Dunphy porch light is lit, eternally welcoming them home.

Modern Love
Take Me As I Am, Whoever I Am
My personal life was another story. In love there’s no hiding: You have to let someone know who you are, but I didn't have a clue who I was from one moment to the next.

Mom
Higgledy-Piggledy And A Cat Show
Bonnie is forced to relive painful Christmas memories when Christy recounts tales from her childhood.

Mom
Texas Pete And A Parking Lot Carnival
Bonnie worries about her therapist when his life hits a serious rough patch. Christy comes to Marjorie’s aid when she has trouble adjusting to a new job.

Mr Inbetween
I Came From Your Balls?
Ray and Ally get caught out and good dental hygiene is as important as paying your debts.

Mr. Iglesias
Some Children Left Behind
On the last day of class before summer break, Gabe learns several of his students are being transferred out of Woodrow Wilson High School.

Mythic Quest: Raven’s Banquet
A Dark Quiet Death
From inception to demise, the life cycle of video game Dark Quiet Death.

Mythic Quest: Raven’s Banquet
Quarantine
Special episode. As the MQ staff works from home, Poppy struggles with solitude while Brad and David start a charitable competition.
Never Have I Ever
...felt super Indian
Devi’s high school is celebrating the Hindu holiday, Ganesh Puja, and Devi, who doesn’t feel “Indian Indian” feels out of place.

Never Have I Ever
Pilot
After a challenging freshman year, Devi is ready to take on high school with her two best friends by her side. On the first day of sophomore year, she reveals her plans to lead her and her friends towards the ultimate high school achievement — getting boyfriends.

No Activity
Tooth And Nail
While staking out the red-light district of San Diego, the recently demoted Cullen (Patrick Brammall) and Tolbeck (Tim Meadows) spot some suspicious activity involving actress Amy Schumer. Janice (Amy Sedaris) is not happy when Clint (Dylan McDermott), a former flame and co-worker, is brought in as Dispatch’s new supervisor.

One Day At A Time
Boundaries
After Alex catches Penelope in a compromising position, Penelope is motivated to talk to Alex about healthy human sexuality, while defending herself against Lydia’s old-school judgments.

One Day At A Time
Penny Pinching
After a disastrous evening, Penelope realizes she needs to change her relationship to money and do the unthinkable -- buy a new couch; Elena struggles to make it to an important e-sports match.

Paradise PD
Who Ate Wally’s Waffles
Dusty finds a long-lost sitcom star living in Paradise and sets out to reboot his career. The squad obsesses over Kevin’s bathroom habits.

Perfect Harmony
Halleh-BOO-yah
A Pakistani minister, once shielded from Halloween as a child, uses the ghoulish holiday as a recruitment tool for his middle-America church featuring his remixed door-to-door Halloween carols.

Perfect Harmony
Pilot
A depressed Ivy League professor helps a rural church choir prepare for a singing competition.

Perfect Harmony
Rivalry Week
When Pastor Magnus invites the choir to perform at his mega-church, Arthur resolves to sound better than ever to spite him. But when he adds a rival singer from Ginny's past, she spirals over how to co-exist with a choirmate she desperately hates.
The Politician
Pilot
After a charismatic candidate joins the race for student body president, Payton searches for a running mate who will make him seem more authentic.

Ramy
Bay’ah
bro... you want real love? commit to the right person. take the bay’ah.

Ramy
You Are Naked In Front Of Your Sheikh
On his wedding night, after consummating his marriage to Zainab, Ramy confesses that he slept with his cousin the night before. Zainab leaves him, and Zainab’s father, the Sheikh, severs his relationship with Ramy.

The Ranch
Take Me Home, Country Roads
In the series finale, Luke opens up about his struggles, Maggie throws one last Christmas party at the bar, and Colt gives Beau a heartwarming gift.

Rick And Morty
Rattlestar Ricklactica
Lots of things in space broh. Snakes and sharp stuff. Watch this broh.

The Righteous Gemstones
Interlude
Flash back to 1989 to see how young Jesse and Judy, as well as Uncle Baby Billy, each handle news that Aimee-Leigh is pregnant in their own way.

The Righteous Gemstones
The Righteous Gemstones
Series Premiere. Jesse Gemstone receives a video from blackmailers seeking to sully his reputation.

RUN
RUN
Series premiere. Ruby Richardson’s shaken from her humdrum suburban life when an urgent text prompts her to fly to New York and board a train to reunite with college ex Billy Johnson. Ruby and Billy fight the tension that exists between them while attempting to root out each other’s secrets.

Schitt’s Creek
Happy Ending
David is stressed out about the rain on his wedding day, so Patrick gets David a massage to help him relax. Meanwhile, Johnny scrambles to find a new venue, Alexis is embarrassed by a wardrobe oversight and Moira takes on the role of officiant.

Schitt’s Creek
The Presidential Suite
Johnny and Moira treat themselves to a night in the Presidential Suite at the new motel, but soon discover other people had the same intention. Alexis is pleasantly surprised by a visitor but struggles with the news they’ve unloaded. David and Patrick ready themselves for their engagement photoshoot.
**Schooled**

**Boy Bands**

In an effort to become more supportive of her students’ dreams, Wilma helps several boys start a boy band. Mellor and Julie face growing pains when Glascott hires Julie as the school nurse.

**Schooled**

**Run, Rick, Run**

Glascott’s personal policy of no teachers and parents dating jeopardizes Mellor’s new relationship with Julie. Lainey and CB ban together to give the students a real Halloween experience.

**Sex Education**

**Episode 1**

Masturbation turns out to be Otis’s secret talent, but can he master his unruly desires for Ola? A chlamydia outbreak distracts the student body.

**Shameless**

**Adios Gringos**

Frank and Liam get wined and dined by potential baby buyers. Carl comes up with a strategy to protect Anne’s family business, and Ian gets on Paula’s bad side. Backed into a corner, Debbie fights to protect Franny from Pepa. A figure from Kev’s past makes him reconsider his childhood.

**Shameless**

**Citizen Carl**

Carl embraces his civic duty while Debbie searches for her next payday. Frank meets the woman of his dreams, and Ian and Mickey get roped into a dangerous scam for Paula. When tragedy strikes at the Alibi, Kev and V go undercover to find new customers.

**Shameless**

**Debbie Might Be A Prostitute**

Debbie weighs the pros and cons of a new career path. Frank uncovers the truth about Faye’s living situation. A miscommunication between Ian and Mickey has disastrous consequences and Lip and Tami disagree over who should be taking care of Fred.

**Shameless**

**Gallavich!**

Liam out-Gallaghers Frank as Lip works to convince Tami to stay in Chicago with their baby. Debbie turns over a new romantic leaf. Kev’s new business takes off, but V wonders where the money is going.

**Shameless**

**A Little Gallagher Goes A Long Way**

Frank and Mickey set off on a day of adventure. Debbie discovers a new way to make money as Lip leans on his new friend for parenting advice. Carl gets more than he bargained for when he offers to help Anne. Liam grows suspicious of his seemingly perfect mentor.

**Shameless**

**O Captain! My Captain!**

Frank goes back in time to uncover his connection to Faye, as Debbie’s day with Claudia’s daughter goes awry. Carl takes extreme measures to toughen up his new group of cadets. Ian struggles to connect with Mickey after their blowup.
**Shrill**

HR

Annie finally deals with the parts of her life that still challenge her—Ryan and her mom. Fran realizes she doesn’t need to be dependent on relationships, she just needs to celebrate herself.

**Silicon Valley**

Exit Event

Ahead of a career-defining moment, Richard makes a startling discovery that changes everything and sends the entire Pied Piper team racing to pull off the biggest bait-and-switch that Silicon Valley has ever seen.

**Solar Opposites**

The Booster Manifold

Egad! Korvo and Terry try to manage their stress. The replicants learn about their growing bodies.

**South Park**

Band In China

In his relentless pursuit of profits, Randy has the unique idea to introduce Tegridy Farms to the massive market in China. He’s quickly locked away in a Chinese detention center. Back home, Stan’s new death metal band, Crimson Dawn, gets its own biopic.

**South Side**

Chi-Town

Officer Turner’s father asks her to compete in a spades tournament, and Simon learns the moves for steppin’.

**South Side**

Cold Cases

Kareme and Quincy compete to see who can repossess more in one day, and Bluto defends himself in court.

**South Side**

The Days The Jordans Dropped

Officers Turner and Goodnight guard a store that’s selling the new Jordans, and Simon and Kareme try to recover a laptop that has Kareme’s sci-fi novel on it.

**South Side**

Litcoin

Simon and Kareme invest in a new cryptocurrency called Litcoin, and Officer Goodnight shoots himself in the foot.

**South Side**

Mild Sauce Meatballs

Kareme propels Rent-T-Own to the next level with his tasty mild sauce meatballs, and Allen tries desperately to impress the Heirs of Madagascar social club.

**South Side**

Mongolian Curly

Simon and Kareme crash a barbecue, and Officer Turner gets a new wig to impress her old high school classmates.
South Side
Weird White Murderer
Officer Turner throws herself into the search for a missing teenager, and Stacy sets out to record the perfect song to inspire the community.

South Side
Xbox
Simon and Kareme graduate from community college, but they’re still stuck in their dead-end jobs repossessing furniture for Rent-T-Own.

Space Force
THE LAUNCH
Four-star general Mark Naird — leader of the newly created Space Force — is pressured to launch a satellite despite dire warnings from scientists.

Sunnyside
Pilot
A former New York City Councilman finds his calling when he meets a group of immigrants in search of the American dream.

Sunnyside
Sigma Triangle Squiggly Thing
Brady’s fraternity decides to take a trip to Cabo, giving Brady a dilemma: should he tell them about his DACA status? Jun Ho and Mei Lin teach Griselda self-care.

Superstore
Employee App
Cloud 9 employees experience unforeseen problems with the new Zephra app. Dina’s texts lead to animosity, Glenn struggles to deal with a teen craze, and Jonah attempts to prank Garrett to teach him a lesson.

Superstore
Negotiations
Jonah and Sandra represent the Cloud 9 employees at union contract negotiations with corporate. Worried about the union’s fate, Amy, Dina and Cheyenne distract themselves by looking for the perfect Christmas tree. Mateo, Garrett and Glenn compete to see who can sell an unsellable item.

Tacoma FD
I’m Eddie Penisi... Sr.
When Fire Commissioner Eddie Penisi, Sr. shows up, Eddie and Terry seek his approval while the “commish” drives them apart. The crew plays D&D for the acceptance of their own illustrious dungeon master.

This Close
Three’s Company
Kate throws herself back into work and Michael is offered a deal to get out of debt.
**Trailer Park Boys: The Animated Series**
Clint Eatswood
The gang must rustle up dough to cure Bubbles's kitten of hookworms, even if that means becoming movie stars. But are the boys ready to play dirty?

**Trying**
Nikki And Jason
When they learn that another round of IVF would be too expensive and unlikely to succeed, Nikki and Jason start exploring adoption.

**Twenties**
Living The Dream
In a brave move to get Nia a role on Cocoa’s Butter, Hattie is fired from the show. Marie holds a special birthday dinner that takes a turn when an unexpected guest arrives.

**Twenties**
Pilot
Aspiring screenwriter Hattie finds herself evicted, jobless, and down on her luck before she runs into the famed writer/producer Ida B. whose show Cocoa’s Butter, Hattie has shaded on social media.

**The Unicorn**
Pilot
Wade Felton (Walton Goggins) is a widower with two young daughters. His close-knit group of friends convinces him it’s time he rejoin the living and get back out in the dating world, where he discovers to his shock that he’s somehow become a hot commodity.

**Upload**
Welcome To Upload
After a self-driving car crash, Nathan is uploaded to Lakeview, his girlfriend’s family’s digital after-life, where he meets his customer service rep, Nora.

**Vida**
Episode 306
With the weight of their mother’s legacy on their shoulders, the sisters are forced to decide whether they will ultimately stay together or go their separate ways.

**What We Do In The Shadows**
Collaboration
Nandor’s old familiar from the 1970s returns to Staten Island, Guillermo leaves to serve a new master, and Nadja and Laszlo revive their musical act.

**What We Do In The Shadows**
Ghosts
The vampires hold a seance to deal with a ghost infestation, which leads to a larger ghost infestation.

**What We Do In The Shadows**
On The Run
After a vengeful enemy from the past appears without warning, Laszlo flees his home and goes into hiding to avoid certain death.
**Why Women Kill**

*Kill Me As If It Were The Last Time*

After learning the shocking truth about her daughter’s death, Beth Ann’s plan for revenge could alter the course of many lives. As Karl’s health worsens, Simone’s commitment to their relationship is tested. With Jade gone, Taylor and Eli focus on their love story and hope the past is behind them.

---

**Will & Grace**

*Bi-Plane*

Will and Grace decide to intervene when they discover Grace’s niece is dating a bisexual man. Jack gets permission from his husband, Estefan, to sleep with his celebrity hall pass, guest star Ryan Phillippe. Karen struggles to adapt when her assistant, Friday, books them on an economy flight.

---

**Will & Grace**

*It's Time*

With the apartment packed up, Will is determined to not reminisce about his life in the city or his ex, McCoy. Grace, on the verge of giving birth, keeps having false alarms of going into labor.

---

**Work In Progress**

*180 Almonds*

Abby begins an existential life evaluation vowing mortal consequences after 180 days. Her therapist checks out mid-session and a first date turns into a confrontation with the woman responsible for ‘ruining her life’: SNL’s Julia Sweeney.

---

**Work In Progress**

*3, 2, 1*

The final almonds. When Abby motivates herself to get out of the apartment for Julia’s This American Life show, she’s met with two unwanted surprises.

---

**Year Of The Rabbit**

*Pilot*

Detective Inspector Rabbit is a hardened booze-hound who fights crime across Victorian London. When his heart keeps stopping, Chief Inspector Wisbech forces him to get a partner - young, fresh-faced and clueless Sergeant Strauss.

---

**Young Sheldon**

*Hobbitses, Physics And A Ball With Zip*

Sheldon discovers Lord of the Rings when he’s forced to take a break from science.

---

**Young Sheldon**

*Pasadena*

Sheldon and George Sr. take a trip to California.

---

**Younger**

*The Debu-taunt*

Liza bumps into Pauline and receives an unexpected olive branch. Charles makes a romantic proposal to Liza. Diana listens to her Doorman’s tell-all pitch and is fascinated. Millennial participates in a Debutante Ball.
**Younger**

*Friends With Benefits*

Kelsey defines the Mercury and Millennial brands post-merger, but has trouble standing up to Charles. Liza attends a ball and has a flashback to her old life. Diana attends a family event with Enzo and meets his ex.

**Younger**

*Holding Out For A Shero*

Millennial is left reeling after another regime change. Kelsey deals with the aftermath of her social media mishap. Liza tries to be polite while letting go of the past. The gang celebrates Diana.

**Younger**

*Merger, She Wrote*

Liza and Charles attend a micro-dosing retreat, where Liza is surprised by new friends and familiar faces. Brownyn Madigan finds an unlikely voice for her audio books. Maggie gets hogtied.

**Younger**

*The Unusual Suspect*

Liza and Charles heat up, but Liza suspects he’s keeping something from her. Millennial gets the scoop on a tell-all from acquitted murderer Audrey Colbert. Kelsey feels undermined by Quinn. Maggie, scarred after Clare’s labor, seeks rehabilitation.

**Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist**

*Zoey’s Extraordinary Dad*

After hearing an ominous song, Zoey does everything in her power to stop something bad from happening.

**Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist**

*Zoey’s Extraordinary Glitch*

After receiving heartbreaking news, Zoey suffers a mysterious "glitch" in her powers.

---

**End of Category**
The Affair
Episode 509
As controversy swirls around Noah, Helen and Whitney must decide where their allegiances lie.

The Affair
Episode 511
It’s Whitney’s wedding day and everything comes full circle.

Altered Carbon
Broken Angels
With the fate of the whole planet on the line, Kovacs, Quell and team race to find Konrad Harlan and stop a catastrophic blast of Angelfire.

Altered Carbon
Bury Me Dead
As Quell reconnects to her past at Stronghold, she leads the clone into an underground chamber teeming with secrets. Gov. Harlan shows her true colors.

Amazing Stories
The Heat
Tuka and Sterling are best friends whose bond transcends the physical world as they follow their dreams after tragedy strikes.

Anne With An E
A Hope Of Meeting You In Another World
While Bash looks for Elijah in Charlottetown, Anne vows to finish her search — with or without Marilla’s blessing. Back home, Diana longs for adventure.

Anne With An E
A Secret Which I Desired To Divine
Anne meets a kindred spirit from a nearby Mi’kmaq village, then launches a bold quest for her 16th birthday: to learn about her lineage.

Anne With An E
A Strong Effort Of The Spirit Of Good
After speaking her mind in print, Anne inflames the town — but she refuses to be silenced. A secret drives Anne and Diana apart.

Another Life
Guilt Trip
A ship malfunction leaves Niko trapped in a state of deep sleep, where she dreams again and again about the worst day of her life.

Another Life
Hello
When the Salvare finally reaches its destination, Niko and her crew are staggered by what awaits them on the surface.
Another Life
How The Light Gets Lost
Emotions run high during the Salvare’s strange trip through a dark matter field. Sasha zeroes in on William’s weakness. Erik receives devastating news.

Armistead Maupin’s Tales Of The City
Days Of Small Surrenders
In a flashback to the 1960s, Anna arrives in San Francisco, befriends some trans women and starts dating a man. But she soon finds her loyalties tested.

Better Call Saul
Bad Choice Road
In the wake of Jimmy’s traumatic misadventure, Kim takes stock of what is important. Jimmy attempts to return to business as usual, but it’s more difficult than anticipated. Gus and Mike set a plan in motion.

Better Call Saul
Bagman
When a simple errand for a client goes sideways, Jimmy is pushed to the limit. Mike takes measures to contain the wrath of the cartel, and Lalo gets an unexpected visitor.

Better Call Saul
Dedicado a Max
Mike takes an impromptu trip out of town. As she and Jimmy grow closer over their campaign to help a client, Kim makes a surprising call.

Better Call Saul
The Guy For This
Jimmy’s business enters uncharted territory. Kim’s confidence is tested when she’s faced with a legal problem only she can solve. Nacho navigates increased pressure from Gus. Mike continues to spiral.

Better Call Saul
JMM
Jimmy and Kim build a legal firewall with help from Huell. Kim sets things straight with her clients as Jimmy is compromised by his. Gus, at war on all fronts, calms troubled waters in service of his plot to build an empire. Mike does damage control.

Better Call Saul
Something Unforgivable
Jimmy and Kim make a sideways move that takes a serious turn. Nacho gets closer to the cartel than he’d like.

Big Little Lies
I Want To Know
Season Two Finale. Celeste questions Mary Louise about a tragic event from Perry’s childhood.
**Billions**

Opportunity Zone

Axe's latest move takes him back to his roots but puts him in Mike Prince's line of fire. Chuck steps into a new role and meets an intriguing colleague. Taylor tries to salvage a missed opportunity. Wendy takes on an interesting new client.

**Black Mirror**

Smithereens

A London rideshare driver ignites an international crisis when he kidnaps a worker from a social media company.

**The Blacklist**

Brothers

Agent Ressler is forced to confront past trauma and family secrets when his brother takes him back home for a risky job.

**Blood**

Communion

In the twisty psychological thriller, Jim Hogan (Adrian Dunbar) returns home a year later, stripped of his medical license and determined to make amends with his family. Tensions run high on the day of the twin's First Communion when Paul is late coming home, and Jim encounters his son Michael.

**Bluff City Law**

Fire In A Crowded Theater

After a young woman is murdered Elijah and Anthony take on hate-speech in a case against a controversial leader Campbell Mathers who is represented by Elijah's old friend and attorney Rachel Madsen.

**Bluff City Law**

Perfect Day

Sydney and Elijah race against the clock to get political asylum for a journalist whose life is at risk. Emerson plans a Thanksgiving surprise for Elijah.

**The Bold Type**

5, 6, 7, 8

Jane decides to throw Sutton an epic bachelorette party, but the bride can't quite bring herself to enjoy the festivities. Kat learns surprising info about RJ, which leads her to question the company's morals. Jane gets career news while facing some devastating personal issues.

**The Bold Type**

Some Kind Of Wonderful

Sutton and Richard's wedding day is here, and Sutton is faced with a big decision. Jane tries to celebrate her friends, while struggling to process recent discoveries. And Kat's continuing crusade against the board has unexpected and life-altering consequences.

**Bosch**

The Ace Hotel

Chandler brokers a plea deal that leads to a confession. Bosch digs deeper into a street hustle involving Daisy, but Elizabeth causes trouble when she pursues a lead on her own. Irving pitches a new task force combatting homelessness, and Billets puts Vega and Pierce in an awkward position.
Six weeks later, Judge Sobel hears Chandler’s objections to Bosch’s key evidence against Alicia Kent. Irving’s new task force has a win. Hovan and Edgar are on the verge of bringing down Avril. Billets gets a call from IA, and while working his way through a list of new suspects.

Bosch closes in on a suspect in the Daisy Clayton murder as Elizabeth unravels. Edgar discovers Avril is as cunning as ever, and worries he’ll slip away. The car czar makes a hard play to force Irving out of the mayoral race, and IA investigates the complaint against Billets.

The Boys follow the Compound V trail where they discover The Female. Meanwhile, Madelyn Stillwell’s plan to get Supes into national defense is derailed.

When a Supe kills the love of his life, A/V salesman Hughie Campbell teams up with Billy Butcher, a vigilante hell-bent on punishing corrupt Supes -- and Hughie’s life will never be the same again.

When Madelyn Stillwell finds out how her plan to get Supes into the military actually happened, she is horrified. Meanwhile, the Boys are captured and taken to a CIA black site.

Once, as a Burguish soldier, Philo was tasked with protecting a faerish mimasery. While The Pact bears down on them, Philo meets Vignette and finds love in the most unlikely of places.

Lt. Casey struggles to get Chief Boden to sign off on an energetic new recruit. Against her better judgment, Foster extends an olive branch to her irritating new medic. Otis inspires Herrmann to seek new partners at Molly’s. Brett realizes life in Fowlerton will take some getting used to.

In the season 8 premiere, the mattress factory fire spirals out of control, while truck and squad lay it on the line in hopes of getting the trapped victims out alive.

April receives unfortunate news that makes her question her future with Ethan. Dr. Charles and Maggie see tough times on the horizon. Natalie’s memory from the accident starts to return.
**Chicago Med**

In The Valley Of Shadows

Dr. Choi and Dr. Charles have difficult decisions to make as a dying man tries to preserve his future life with a controversial scientific method. Dr. Marcel and April clash over how to handle a mysterious patient and Will questions Natalie’s capabilities. Sharon assigns a nurse to shadow Maggie.

**Chicago P.D.**

I Was Here

After receiving a distressing 911 call, Burgess enlists the team’s help to track down a girl caught up in a sex-trafficking ring.

**Chicago P.D.**

Silence Of The Night

Atwater goes undercover to take down a gun-trafficking ring, but discovers an officer from his past is undercover in the same organization.

**Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina**

Chapter Twenty-One: The Hellbound Heart


**Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina**

Chapter Twenty-Seven: The Judas Kiss

On the heels of tragedy, the Spellmans receive a grim omen. Blackwood seeks vengeance. Sabrina prepares for her final challenge against Caliban.

**City On A Hill**

There Are No F**king Sides

Jackie thinks he’s a step closer to glory - but Decourcy is the one in a position to negotiate. Jimmy and Frankie must find a new dealer, while Cathy and Jenny struggle to comfort their daughters who’ve undergone trauma. Rachel decides to take her investigation into her own hands.

**Council Of Dads**

Heart Medicine

The Perry family and the Council all come together when Charlotte needs emergency surgery. Luly has a powerful meeting with her original adoptive parents that will change her life.

**Council Of Dads**

Pilot

The Perry family comes together to deal with dad Scott Perry’s health crisis. Scott reveals he has a plan to create a “Council of Dads” that would be there for the family if anything should happen to him. Tom Everett Scott guest stars.

**The Crown**

Aberfan

Following a tragic accident at a Welsh mining village that quickly becomes political, both Elizabeth and Wilson struggle with their responses.
**Dare Me**

*Coup D'État*

A small-town cheerleading squad is rocked by disturbing events when a new coach arrives.

**David Makes Man**

*3 Son's Sky*

After a visit from Shinobi, a fight with Raynan and a tender moment with David, more is revealed about how Sky died; David appeals to Mx. Elijah for help in exiting the drug operation; Tio Teo demands the truth about Desmond and David from Raynan.

**David Makes Man**

*Gloria*

Gloria's difficult day turns catastrophic when she is fired by her boss, leaving her home life in jeopardy; Raynan reminds David that he can't run away from his responsibilities.

**Daybreak**

*Homecoming Redux Or My So Called Stunt Double Life*

Imagining his legacy as narrated by RZA, Wesley plans a homecoming dance while Eli campaigns for the crown and Angelica tries to set up Josh.

**Daybreak**

*Post Mates*

Before the apocalypse hits, Josh and Sam ditch school for the day. However, their plan for romance and relaxation doesn't work out the way they expect.

**The Deuce**

*Finish It*

Big changes come to The Deuce as Gene sees opportunity in the city's public health crisis. Vincent looks to get out from under the mob's thumb and makes peace with Abby, who decides to pursue a new future. Candy makes a critical choice in her relationship with Hank.

**Doctor Who**

*Spyfall, Part 1*

Intelligence agents around the world are under attack from alien forces. MI6 turns to the only people who can help: The Doctor and friends. As they travel the globe for answers, attacks come from all sides.

**Emergence**

*Where You Belong*

Jo and Chris have to evade the FBI while investigating the cyber terrorists. Ed receives a treatment plan for his cancer that seems too good to be true. A mysterious woman puts Piper and the Evans family in danger.

**Euphoria**

*Pilot*

Seventeen-year-old Rue returns home from rehab with no plans to stay clean. She meets Jules, who's new in town, at a party at McKay's house. Nate gets in McKay's head when McKay takes an interest in Cassie. Nate and Maddy, broken up once again, attempt to make each other jealous.
Evil
Genesis 1

Forensic psychologist Kristen Bouchard is hired by the Catholic Church to work with David Acosta, a priest-in-training, and contractor Ben Shakir, to determine whether a serial killer is possessed by a demon or merely a psychopath.

The Expanse
Saeculum
Holden and Miller race to save Ilus. Murtry puts his endgame into motion, putting the Roci crew’s lives at risk.

FBI
Codename: Ferdinand
The team digs into the car crash and death of a freelance photographer, with more to it than meets the eye. The death strikes a chord with Maggie, who sympathizes with the recently widowed wife due to similarities with her own husband’s death.

FBI
Salvation
When a teacher goes missing, the team investigates his disappearance and anyone who may have a grudge against him. When a key witness in the case steps up to help, Maggie does whatever she can to ensure their protection.

FBI: Most Wanted
Caesar
Barnes goes on a dangerous undercover mission involving an ambitious gang leader who is plotting turf wars and massacres across the Bronx in a bid for more power.

FBI: Most Wanted
Getaway
When a father and son bank robbing duo escape from a prison transport van on their way to trial and pick up where they left off, the team must hunt them down before they steal enough money to escape the country.

Fear The Walking Dead
The End Of Everything
Althea chases a strong with dogged determination, putting the mission, and her life in danger.

The Feed
Episode 2
Concerns about Kate’s behavior lead her and Tom to uncover a horrifying invasion of their family’s privacy.

The Flash
There Will Be Blood
Barry’s efforts to prepare Cisco for Crisis are derailed when Cisco schemes to save Barry’s life instead; Ramsey Rosso uses his deadly new abilities to save his own life, while sacrificing his humanity in the process.
**For All Mankind**

*Red Moon*

NASA is in crisis as the Soviets land the first man on the moon in 1969, the beginning of an alternate history.

---

**For Life**

*I Used To Be Like You (Pilot)*

An incarcerated man becomes a lawyer, litigating cases for other inmates while fighting to overturn his own wrongful conviction. Aaron’s struggle, and his complicated relationship with a female prison warden explores the flaws in our penal and legal systems.

---

**Godfather Of Harlem**

*By Whatever Means Necessary*

Bumpy Johnson (Forest Whitaker) returns from Alcatraz to reunite with his family and reclaim his Harlem territory from Italian mob boss Vincent Gigante (Vincent D’Onofrio). He finds an unlikely ally in his old friend Malcolm X (Nigél Thatch).

---

**Goliath**

*The Subsidence Adventure*

The unexpected death of an old friend takes Billy McBride to California’s Central Valley, where a record drought has made water more valuable than human life.

---

**The Good Doctor**

*I Love You*

In the second episode of the two-part finale, our doctors work against time and their own personal safety to save the lives of those around them.

---

**The Good Fight**

*The Gang Deals With Alternate Reality*

Diane Lockhart (Christine Baranski) finds herself living in an alternate reality where Donald Trump was never elected and Hillary Clinton is the current president of the United States. While Diane’s liberal self is overjoyed, she soon realizes how a different outcome of the 2016 election might have unexpected consequences.

---

**Good Girls**

*Au Jus*

Sick of working for Rio, the women take drastic measures to strongarm Lucy, their unwitting partner in crime, with gruesome results.

---

**Good Girls**

*Nana*

Beth agrees to pick up a mysterious package for Rio in order to get back in his good graces. Just as Annie finds unexpected support from Josh, she receives devastating news about an old friend. Meanwhile, Stan has a surprise for Ruby that makes her question their involvement with crime.

---

**Good Trouble**

*Trap Heals*

The Coterie members attend Trap Heals while facing tough decisions. Malika feels the weight of her fractured family and Isaac’s anxiety. Callie deals with a moral dilemma. Marina is blindsided by a confession from someone. Gael struggles with Dennis’ request and Davia worries about rocking the boat at school.
Greenleaf
God's Justice
Bishop Greenleaf moves to prevent Judee Whitmore's proposed governance structure. Jacob and Kerissa attempt to mend their wounds. A secret about Phil threatens his relationship with Charity and Grace realizes that what is right has never been less clear.

The Handmaid's Tale
Liars
June goes to Jezebels to arrange an escape route for 52 children out of Gilead. Commander Lawrence tries to escape and fails. The Waterfords get arrested by Americans at the Canadian border. Commander Winslow attempts to rape June, and she kills him by stabbing him repeatedly with a pen.

The Handmaid's Tale
Mayday
With her plan in place, June reaches the point of no return on her bold strike against Gilead and must decide how far she's willing to go. Serena Joy and Commander Waterford attempt to find their way forward in their new lives.

Hightown
The Best You'll Feel All Day
Jackie goes on a bender, threatening everything she’s got going for her, throwing her sobriety out the window, and ultimately putting Krista Collins in danger like never before. Junior has to prove himself in a new way. Ray and Renee go on a date.

Hightown
Love You Like A Sister
NMFS (National Marine Fisheries Service) agent Jackie Quiñones has a wrench thrown in her fun, free-wheeling, booze-addled life when she uncovers a dead body on the beach, plunging her into the center of a complicated – and dangerous – opioid ring investigation.

His Dark Materials
The Daemon-Cages
Lyra discovers the horrific truth behind the Gobbler's activities in the North. She must now use all her wits to help free those around her and avoid suffering a terrible fate.

Home Before Dark
Magic Hour
Young reporter Hilde Lisko and her family are settling into their new life in a small town—until a shocking event changes everything.

Homecoming
Again
Season finale. Walter encounters Leonard at the Geist headquarters. Alex returns to the Geist headquarters before running into Audrey, unaware of who she is or where she was. After talking to Leonard, Walter hatches a plan to poison everyone at the Geist party with the extract.

Homeland
Designated Driver
No one admits to anything.
**Homeland**
Prisoners Of War
Series finale.

**Homeland**
Two Minutes
Upheaval in Washington brings an investigation to Kabul.

**Hunters**
In The Belly Of The Whale
After his grandmother, a Holocaust Survivor, is murdered by an unknown assailant, comic-book-loving, teenage Brooklynite Jonah Heidelbaum meets Meyer Offerman, a mysterious millionaire who knows more about the murder than he lets on. Meanwhile, FBI Agent Millie Morris investigates the mysterious death of an elderly NASA scientist down in Florida.

**Hunters**
While Visions Of Safta Danced In His Head
Using clues discovered at Holstedder’s, The Hunters discover an impending Nazi attack just weeks away. Grappling with his decision to leave The Hunt, Jonah is haunted by visions of his late grandmother from her days in the concentration camps. Travis narrows in on Millie as she follows The Hunters’ trail.

**Jett**
Daisy
Hoping to go straight, recently paroled master thief Daisy "Jett" Kowalski is enlisted by crime boss Charlie Baudelaire to steal a ring from Miljan Bestic, an Eastern European overlord living in Cuba.

**Jim Henson’s The Dark Crystal: Age Of Resistance**
A Single Piece Was Lost
As the Gelfling and the Skeksis prepare for a fateful battle, the Scientist starts work on a new secret weapon.

**Jim Henson’s The Dark Crystal: Age Of Resistance**
Time To Make... My Move
At the Circle of the Suns, the weary travelers receive an unsettling surprise — and a lesson in Thra’s history. The Emperor recruits a new army.

**Keeping Faith**
Episode 6
Faith (Eve Myles) reels from the sudden reemergence of her husband and a new mystery involving a farmer accused of murdering her husband. The season finale finds Faith still indebted to Gael and learning information that may change her relationship with Evan forever. Filmed among the beautiful Welsh countryside.

**Killing Eve**
Are You From Pinner?
Villanelle returns home to Mother Russia to try to find her family. Perhaps a new connection to her roots will give her back what’s been missing from her life.
**Killing Eve**

Beautiful Monster

Carolyn is frustrated with the lack of progress in the investigation and is taking it out on those around her. Eve is focused on Villanelle and finds a clue to her whereabouts in an unlikely place. Villanelle and Dasha work together on a kill. The pressure is getting to Konstantin.

**Killing Eve**

Still Got It

It's Eve's birthday and she's trying to patch things up with Niko. Villanelle receives good news about her upcoming promotion but can't shake the feeling that there's still something missing from her life. Dasha seeks a solution to Villanelle's erratic behavior.

**The L Word: Generation Q**

Lapse In Judgment

Tensions run high on election night as Bette and Dani await the results. Shane and Quiara go through their most difficult challenge yet, while Alice takes a big swing on her show. Sophie and Dani consider another big step in their relationship, and Finley is forced to confront her feelings.

**The L Word: Generation Q**

Loose Ends

Bette and Dani reckon with the fallout of a recent scandal; Shane spends the day with Angie; Alice, Gigi, and Nat have conflicting ideas about their family life; Sophie and Finley spend a raucous night out in an effort to get their mind off of things.

**The L Word: Generation Q**

Lost Love

Bette prepares for an important mayoral debate. Alice lands a huge guest and encourages Nat to branch out. Shane visits a bar and gets embroiled in the lives of two employees. Micah is unsure where he stands with his crush, and a budding relationship forces Finley to confront her past.

**Law & Order: Special Victims Unit**

Murdered At A Bad Address

The case of a teenage girl assaulted in the projects leads to a startling discovery. Benson puts her trust in someone from her past.

**Law & Order: Special Victims Unit**

The Things We Have To Lose

As Carisi begins the long-anticipated trial of Sir Toby Moore, the SVU faces setbacks in several other cases.

**Legion**

Chapter 25

Syd grows up in a foreign land.

**Limetown**

Acceptable Loss

After an unexpected visit, Lia questions whether or not to continue the investigation.
**Limetown**

I Have Heard The Future

American Public Radio journalist Lia Haddock reckons with the 15 year old mystery: What happened to the people of Limetown?

---

**Limetown**

Napoleon

The second known survivor from Limetown reveals the saga of animal testing in the community.

---

**Lincoln Rhyme: Hunt For The Bone Collector**

Game On

The Bone Collector challenges Lincoln, Amelia, and the team with a trifecta of victims across New York City. But as our team races to solve the clue trails before it’s too late, Lincoln must come to terms with the Bone Collector’s real target - his own ego.

---

**Lincoln Rhyme: Hunt For The Bone Collector**

Mano A Mano

In the first season's terrifying conclusion, Lincoln is forced to save his son, Camden, by putting himself at risk and confronting The Bone Collector in a deadly face off, mano a mano.

---

**Locke & Key**

Ray Of F**king Sunshine

Tyler and Kinsey feel torn when they figure out why Nina is acting strangely. Bode meets Rufus and Ellie’s houseguest. Dodge zeroes in on the Omega Key.

---

**London Kills**

The Dark

A team of top murder detectives return to investigate new cases in one of the most recognizable cities. The season opens with construction workers finding the remains of a young man who appears to have died more than a year ago, despite his sister receiving recent postcards supposedly from him.

---

**Lost In Space**

Run

John’s predicament goes from bad to worse, sending Judy on a frantic race across the planet. Penny spies on Smith — with help from an old friend.

---

**Luther**

Episode 501

A new spate of nightmarish murders brings DCI John Luther to once again face the depths of human depravity on the streets of London. As the body count rises, and gangster George Cornelius applies his own pressure, can Luther catch a killer and save his own neck?

---

**Magnum P.I.**

Dead Inside

When Katsumoto suspects that one of his fellow cops is dirty and has stolen evidence, he begrudgingly asks Magnum and Higgins for help. Also, Rick and TC help Los Angeles Rams defensive tackle Aaron Donald when his tablet, that contains the Rams’ playbook is stolen.
**Magnum P.I.**

*A Leopard On The Prowl*

Magnum and Higgins help Rick when his father figure, Icepick (Corbin Bernsen returns), straight out of prison and battling terminal cancer, gets double crossed on one last score. Also, Magnum makes a bold move to help Higgins stay in the country.

---

**The Man In The High Castle**

*Fire From The Gods*

On the brink of an inevitable Nazi invasion, the BCR brace for impact as Kido races against the clock to find his son. Childan offers everything he has to make his way back to Yukiko. Helen is forced to choose whether or not to betray her husband.

---

**The Mandalorian**

*Chapter 1: The Mandalorian*

Series premiere. In the lawless aftermath of the Galactic Empire's collapse, an armored bounty hunter known as the Mandalorian accepts a well-paying yet cryptic assignment. Upon discovering the fifty-year old bounty is a young being called “the Child,” the Mandalorian makes a decision to keep him alive.

---

**The Mandalorian**

*Chapter 5: The Gunslinger*

The Mandalorian lands on Tatooine to repair his ship and is offered work by a rookie bounty hunter who craves Guild membership. He offers Mando the full amount to bring in an elite mercenary (Ming-Na Wen). While Mando pursues the bounty, mechanic Peli Motto (Amy Sedaris) looks after the Child.

---

**The Mandalorian**

*Chapter 6: The Prisoner*

The Mandalorian joins a mismatched crew of cutthroat mercenaries to infiltrate a New Republic prison ship and break out a prisoner. Betrayed by his associates, Mando must act alone to escape the ship and stop one of the mercenaries who has discovered the existence of the Child.

---

**Marvel's Jessica Jones**

*A.K.A. A Lotta Worms*

As Trish makes a move on Sallinger, Jessica intervenes -- and ends up caught in a harrowing dance with the killer.

---

**Marvel's Jessica Jones**

*A.K.A. The Perfect Burger*

As Jessica focuses on helping the helpless, Dorothy Walker shows up at Alias to beg for help finding a missing Trish.

---

**Marvel's Jessica Jones**

*A.K.A. You're Welcome*

Tensions run high between Jessica and Trish as Trish hones her new catlike skills and scours the city for a chance to be a hero.

---

**Mayans M.C.**

*Itzam-Ye*

Dramatic revelations carve out different paths to vengeance.
**Mayans M.C.**

Tohil

EZ and the MC fight fire with fire, careful to not be burned in the process.

**Mayans M.C.**

Xquic

An unexpected storm kicks up dust south of the border, as old family secrets bleed into familial affairs.

**Messiah**

God Is Greater

Eva unearths alarming details about al-Masih's past. Jibril's and Samer's paths unexpectedly collide. Rebecca steps up at a crucial moment.

**Messiah**

He That Hath An Ear

Believing he miraculously delivered Damascus from ruin, a throng follows a man they call al-Masih into the desert, raising suspicions in the CIA.

**Messiah**

We Will Not All Sleep

Jibril has a striking vision in the desert. Eva finally gets hard intel on al-Masih, whose devotees form a convoy to follow him out of Texas.

**A Million Little Things**

The Sleepover

Delilah lets her son Danny, who recently came out - have a sleepover, except it’s with his boyfriend. Rome and Regina discover that the expecting mother of their future baby has a dangerous, abusive ex. Maggie’s clear cancer screening levels her: she only gets to live in six month increments.

**A Million Little Things**

Time Stands Still

When PJ gets life-altering news about whether or not his father is Jon, Rome finds himself in the most important conversation of his life, trying to talk his friend down in a way he never got to with Jon.

**A Million Little Things**

We're The Howards

As Rome and Regina make an adoption video, they are thrown into helping Delilah with a troubled Sophie; Eddie pursues a new career in music; Gary gets himself and Rome in trouble with the cops, leading Rome to open up about the harsh realities of racism.

**Mindhunter**

Episode 3

Bill gets drawn into a horrifying crime that hits close to home. Holden receives an intriguing offer while in Atlanta to interview a pair of killers.

**The Morning Show**

The Interview

Season finale. TMS faces a fateful day as a plan to shake up UBA is set in motion.
**Motherland: Fort Salem**

Say The Words

Set in an alternate America where witches ended their persecution by cutting a deal with the government to fight for the country, Motherland: Fort Salem follows three young women from training to deployment, as they fight terrorist threats with supernatural tactics.

**Mr. Robot**

407 Proxy Authentication Required

I feud any data

**My Brilliant Friend: The Story Of A New Name**

Chapter 16: The Blue Fairy

Season finale. With graduation in sight, Elena’s overwhelmed by memories of her past and copes by drafting her first novel. Meanwhile, her suitor, Pietro Airota, proposes and Elena entrusts him with her manuscript. Upon receiving unexpected good news, she sets out to find Lila, whose circumstances have seen dramatic changes.

**Narcos: Mexico**

Alea Lacta Est

Verdin taunts the DEA agents torturing him. Félix offers opium dealer Guerra a partnership deal. Benjamin’s sister Enedina poses a new business idea.

**Narcos: Mexico**

Free Trade

After meeting with Pacho, Félix presents the plaza bosses with a new business plan. Walt receives a surprising invitation.

**Narcos: Mexico**

Ruben Zuno Arce

Multiple advisers counsel Félix to go into hiding as the Americans close in on the men involved in Kiki’s murder. Amado helps Acosta resolve a feud.

**Narcos: Mexico**

Se Cayó El Sistema

Mexican authorities, the FBI and Félix all seek out Acosta after a newspaper publishes an interview with him. The presidential election begins.

**NCIS**

The Arizona

Christopher Lloyd guest-stars as Joe Smith, an uncompromising 95-year-old who claims he served aboard the USS Arizona during the attack on Pearl Harbor. But in order to prove his service and gain permission to be buried alongside his Navy brothers, Joe must face his gut-wrenching memories of that infamous day.

**NCIS: New Orleans**

Biased

When an unarmed black sailor is killed by a white NOPD officer, the team joins other law enforcement agencies to determine if the shooting was justified, exposing their own biases in the process.
New Amsterdam

Righteous Right Hand

When a group of women on a retreat end up in the ED, Max gets some troubling information that could put a patient in jeopardy. Meanwhile, Sharpe and Kapoor work together to mend fences between two feuding sisters.

New Amsterdam

Your Turn

Max works to find a new normal three months after the accident and the birth of his daughter; Kapoor grapples with the stigmas of aging; Iggy has a successful day that inspires a life-changing idea; Reynolds deals with an unreliable new intern.

The New Pope

Episode 7

A papal doctor and his wife struggle with their sick son and witness a miracle. Pius XIII's devotees grow resigned and change course. An attack on Vatican soil shakes Brannox and prompts him to admit a hard truth. Sofia comes to Voiello for advice on how to handle the Pope.

9-1-1

The Searchers

Athena, Maddie, Bobby, and the 118 race to save lives after a massive tsunami hits the Santa Monica Pier; Buck fears the worst when Christopher goes missing.

9-1-1: Lone Star

Austin, We Have A Problem

Owen helps T.K. reconcile the past to help his future; Michelle learns the full truth about Iris.

9-1-1: Lone Star

Pilot

Owen Strand, the lone survivor of his Manhattan firehouse on 9/11, takes his progressive philosophies of life and firefighting down to Austin, Texas, where he helps the firefighters of Firehouse 126 start anew.

NOS4A2

The Dark Tunnels

Vic meets another strong creative who gives her some advice. Manx receives an unexpected visitor.

NOS4A2

The Shorter Way

Vic, a young New England high school student, discovers her supernatural abilities as the immortal Charlie Manx goes on the hunt for children.

On Becoming A God In Central Florida

The Stinker Thinker

Krystal Stubbs doubles down on her husband's dreams while he wrestles with leaving his J-O-B. Cody loses a friend, but meets his hero.

Orange Is The New Black

Here's Where We Get Off

Tearful farewells, emotional tributes, new beginnings. Say goodbye to the women of Litchfield in the series finale.
Outer Banks
The Phantom
An island crawling with law enforcement and a looming tropical storm are just two of the obstacles facing John B as he tries to make his escape.

Outlander
Never My Love
Claire struggles to survive brutal treatment from her captors, as Jamie gathers a group of loyal men to help him rescue his wife. Roger and Brianna's journey takes a surprising turn.

The Outsider
Fish In A Barrel
When the body of an 11-year-old boy is found in Georgia, detective Ralph Anderson launches an investigation into the gruesome murder. With eyewitnesses and physical evidence pointing to local teacher and baseball coach Terry Maitland, Ralph makes a public arrest but is perplexed by Terry's indifference to hiding his crime.

Ozark
All In
While Wendy battles personal demons, Marty struggles to keep their lives from falling apart. Darlene does Ruth a favor.

Ozark
Boss Fight
As Wendy, Helen and Ruth strive to keep the business humming, Navarro plays mind games with a captive Marty, who worries he'll never see his family again.

Ozark
Fire Pink
Ben's confrontation with Helen and Erin sends the Byrdes into crisis mode. Meanwhile, Sam's concerns about the FBI inspire little sympathy.

Party Of Five
Authentic Mexican
Emilio sees an opportunity to make extra money by catering on the side. At the party, Beto encounters Ella and a flirtation begins. Lucia finds her voice in an unlikely way. Val unravels when she learns the truth about her mother's new job in Mexico.

Party Of Five
Diaspora
Val makes a surprising request, with lasting repercussions. Ella surprises Beto in Mexico, and her presence brings forward unexpected truths. Lucia goes out of her comfort zone. Emilio leans on Natalia when the family's social worker comes back.

Party Of Five
Dos y Dos
Lucia continues to try and impress activism mentor Sully. Natalie shares Val's secret with Emilio and as a result, Val tries to reconnect with her parents. Beto encourages Ella to move in with her mother and discovers a secret from Ella's past.
Party Of Five
Patch Job
After Rafa's ER visit, Emilio realizes he needs help and finds himself opening up to new babysitter. Beto tries to impress Ella and falls short. Lucia becomes inspired by an immigration activist. Val enrolls in a dance class and takes on a new persona.

Party Of Five
Rafa
Just when Emilio thinks he has it together, baby brother Rafa becomes ill. After a visit to the ER, the Acosta siblings re-evaluate how to approach their new parental duties. Ella and Beto become closer and Lucia continues to risk her safety for Matthew.

Party Of Five
Speak For Yourself
Lucia decides to host a fundraiser at the restaurant and finds her voice along the way. Emilio faces an identity crisis. Beto goes behind Ella’s back. Val struggles to maintain her false identity, but is outed to a member of the family.

Peaky Blinders
Mr Jones
At a family meeting, Michael makes a bold proposal. The mole is identified. Tommy asks an old rival for help with his plan to take down Mosley.

Penny Dreadful: City Of Angels
Santa Muerte
Tiago Vega, the LAPD's first Mexican-American detective and his partner, Lewis Michener, investigate a murder. Tiago's brother Raul battles with Councilman Charlton Townsend over the construction of California's first freeway. Peter Craft meets Elsa, the mysterious mother of one of his patients. Maria implores Santa Muerte to protect her family.

Pennyworth
Pilot
This series debuts with the introduction of Alfred Pennyworth (Jack Bannon), a young man just out of the English air service and at loose ends, endeavoring to start a security company.

Perpetual Grace, LTD
A Sheriff In The Era Of The Cartel
Pa (Sir Ben Kingsley) and Ma (Jacki Weaver) are driven to the killing fields in Mexico, while James (Jimmi Simpson) prepares for a funeral in Half Acre.

Pose
Never Knew Love Like This Before
The Ballroom community is shaken to its core when a valued member is brutally attacked.

Power
No One Can Stop Me
Ghost has the best day ever, he's on top of the world. Meanwhile the Feds intensively work to prove James St. Patrick is guilty for the murder of Terry Silver. But when Ghost makes a political move, it triggers resentment from his many enemies.
**Preacher**

**End Of The World**

The curtain falls on the Apocalypse Revue as the fate of the world is decided, and the long journey of a preacher and his friends comes to an end.

---

**Preacher**

**Overture**

Masada is abuzz as the Messiah has arrived and the Apocalypse Revue is ready to take the stage. Our heroes mount one final assault to try to thwart the end of the world, but God uses every trick in His omniscient arsenal to divide them. Eugene gets out of prison.

### Prodigal Son

**Pilot**

After being fired from the FBI, the son of a notorious serial killer becomes a profiler consultant for the NYPD where he must help them catch a new serial killer copying the murders of his father.

---

**Project Blue Book**

**The Roswell Incident - Part I**

In part one of a two-episode event, Hynek and Quinn follow General Harding to Roswell, New Mexico, where an anonymous townsperson has threatened to expose evidence to the world of an extraterrestrial crash-landing six years ago.

---

**Project Blue Book**

**The Roswell Incident - Part II**

In the conclusion of a two-episode event, Hynek and Quinn close in on a culprit and finally learn the truth about what happened in Roswell.

---

**Queen Of The South**

**Amores Perros**

Teresa takes a road trip with Eddie, mistakenly believing she can leave her reality behind, but reality comes looking for her in the form of a ruthless sicario named Pelón. Some unfinished business ties Javier to the murder of Judge Lafayette's nephew. Tony and Pote confront their shared history.

---

**Queen Sugar**

**I Am**

Sam Landry and Violet's shared past is revealed; Charley realizes she's been used by Sam Landry for his own personal agenda; the Bordelon family unites, determined to face an uncertain future together.

---

**Raising Dion**

**ISSUE #103: Watch Man**

Following a run-in at school, Nicole has a difficult but necessary conversation with her son. A mysterious figure from Mark's past resurfaces.

---

**Ray Donovan**

**A Good Man Is Hard To Find**

Ray must find a new way to get Detective Perry off his trail while reckoning with a personal loss. When Bunchy's pharmacy is under attack, he takes matters into his own hands and is catapulted into the public spotlight. Daryll struggles to find his place in the Donovan family.
Ray Donovan
You'll Never Walk Alone
Ray finally learns the truth about his sister Bridget’s death. Terry reckons with the death of a friend and his own mortality. Mickey’s quest for the money he’s owed comes to a head with a deadly face-off between the Sullivans and the Donovans.

Reprisal
The Horpus Horrendous
Big Graham is back. The 3 River Phoenixes have to cover for one of their own, and Ethan finally chooses a side. Earl is called away to deal with a crisis at home. The Harlow siblings are reunited, and Doris surprises Queenie.

The Resident
Doll E. Wood
A Dolly Parton drag queen forms an unusual friendship with her surgeon, Dr. Bell. Nic and Conrad suspect their patient may be the victim of sex trafficking, and Austin and Devon must deal with a famous, but drunk, visiting surgeon whose expertise is needed to save a baby’s life.

The Rookie
Day Of Death
Officer Nolan and the team are in a desperate search to rescue Officer Chen after her abduction and must attempt to get Rosalind to help them in their search. Meanwhile, after Officer Lopez discovers Wesley unconscious from a cocktail of alcohol and pills, she is forced to keep him close.

The Rookie
Fallout
An emergency alert of an impending missile attack sends Los Angeles into chaos and uncertainty, while the officers each try to keep the peace and deal with their own disasters.

The Rookie
The Hunt
In part two of the season finale, Nolan’s discovery goes much deeper than he expected and could put his life and career in jeopardy.

Room 104
Prank Call
Left alone by her bickering parents, a bored teen girl makes a series of prank calls, until one tests her brazen alter-ego.

Room 104
The Specimen Collector
While on a layover from collecting a rare botanical specimen, a scientist wakes to find herself inside a lush, rapidly growing jungle.

S.W.A.T.
Stigma
Hondo and the team race to save Buck, their former unit leader, when he goes off grid and they fear he plans to harm himself.
**SEAL Team**

**Fog Of War**

Following a mission failure, Bravo Team conducts a high-stakes After Action Review to identify who's responsible for a possible career-ending mistake.

---

**SEE**

**Godflame**

A journey of survival begins when an army of Witchfinders attacks the village of Alkenny.

---

**Servant**

**Jericho**

Leanne acts out at Dorothy after learning the truth about baby Jericho.

---

**The Sinner**

**Part VIII**

Season finale. Jamie seeks vengeance, putting him on a collision course with Ambrose.

---

**68 Whiskey**

**Buckley's Goat**

Roback convinces Davis to join him in a get rich quick scheme which lands them in serious trouble. Alvarez gets some upsetting news. Roback and Durkin continue their secret affair. Petrocelli finds a new friend in a lost goat.

---

**68 Whiskey**

**Close Your Eyes And Jump**

The gang heads deep into Taliban country to find the missing cash. Austin makes a final push against SecCorp.

---

**68 Whiskey**

**Fight Or Flight**

Col. Austin comes down hard on Roback, Davis, and Alvarez. Davis brokers the big fight with Sasquatch. Qasem helps Holloway with her medical clinic.

---

**68 Whiskey**

**Mister Fix-It**

A visiting dignitary arrives on base. Davis looks for a new side hustle as pressure from home becomes too much to handle. Durkin and Sasquatch have a fight about their future.

---

**68 Whiskey**

**Pain Management**

The gang scrambles after a coordinated attack hits the base. Davis and Roback come upon an unusual operation in the Afghan hills. Alvarez helps Hazara.

---

**68 Whiskey**

**Trouble In River City**

Roback scrambles to keep a promise. Sasquatch reminds the guys they have unfinished business. Holloway has plans to help Qasem's village.
Snowfall
Blackout
Franklin struggles with the fallout from his actions as his family prepares for the worst. Teddy scrambles to keep his operation afloat. Gustavo unveils his plan for the future.

Snowfall
Other Lives
Franklin walks a different path. Life in South Central begins to change forever.

Snowfall
Pocket Full Of Rocks
Andre is forced to ask for Franklin’s help. Julia proposes a new plan to Teddy. Gustavo clears the way for his own vision.

Snowpiercer
994 Cars Long
In the revolution’s aftermath, Layton (Daveed Diggs) struggles to govern the shell-shocked survivors. Melanie (Jennifer Connelly) finally makes peace with her demons, only to realize the biggest threat to their survival is right over her shoulder.

Sorry For Your Loss
Mr. Greer
Leigh and Danny have radically different experiences when they return to Matt’s school for a memorial event honoring Matt.

Sorry For Your Loss
Norway
In the wake of a devastating revelation about Matt, Danny takes Leigh on an all-night walk. Meanwhile, Jules forges a surprising connection with the most unlikely ally.

Sorry For Your Loss
What’s Wrong With Your Chest?
A family therapy session rocks Leigh, Jules, and Amy’s worlds, leading to a Christmas dinner the Shaw family will never forget.

Soundtrack
Track 4: Margot And Frank
Nellie’s family history takes center stage in this retrospective chapter on young love, devastating distance and one pivotal night of surprises.

Soundtrack
Track 8: Gigi And Jean
Vintage glamour, intriguing flirtation and dazzling theatrics collide as Gigi maneuvers her way through one emotional day in LA.

Spinning Out
Now Entering Sun Valley
Rattled after a brutal fall and worried by her mom and sister’s obsession with the sport, Kat eyes a life beyond skating. Suddenly, a new offer arrives.
Star Trek: Picard

Nepenthe
Picard and Soji transport to the planet Nepenthe, home to some old and trusted friends. As the rest of the La Sirena crew attempt to join them, Picard helps Soji make sense of her recently unlocked memories.

Star Trek: Picard

Remembrance
14 years after his retirement from Starfleet, Jean-Luc Picard is living a quiet life on his vineyard, Chateau Picard. When he is sought out by a mysterious young woman, Dahj (Isa Briones), in need of his help, he soon realizes she may have personal connections to his own past.

Station 19

Something About What Happens When We Talk
The Station 19 firefighters get a visit from an unconventional trauma therapist after losing a colleague.

Stranger Things

Chapter Eight: The Battle Of Starcourt
Terror reigns in the food court when the Mind Flayer comes to collect. But down below, in the dark, the future of the world is at stake.

Strike Back

Episode 801
A straightforward rescue mission in the Balkans opens up into a wider conspiracy. Section 20 learn of a lethal British bioweapon, stolen by the Albanian Mafia, which is going to be sold to a terrorist group on the rise.

Strike Back

Episode 803
Section 20 arrive in Tel Aviv to intercept the sale of stolen Russian military tech. Events are complicated by the arrival of a familiar face, and Section 20 are thrown headlong into a race to stop the dangerous cyberweapon falling into Jihadist hands.

Stumptown

Forget it Dex, It's Stumptown
A strong, assertive and sharp-witted veteran with a complicated love life, gambling debt and a brother to take care of – works as a PI in Portland, Oregon. With only herself to rely on, she solves other people's messes with a blind eye toward her own.

Succession

This Is Not For Tears
On the Roys' grand Mediterranean yacht. Logan weighs whether a family member, or a top lieutenant, will need to be sacrificed to salvage the company's tarnished reputation. Shiv proposes taking her open marriage with Tom to another level. Connor's in an unevitable position when the reviews of Willa's play arrive.

Sweet Magnolias

Pour It Out
Amid prying eyes, Maddie tries to move on from Bill's fall from grace. Dana Sue deals with problems in her kitchen. Helen makes a life-altering purchase.
Tales From The Loop
Echo Sphere
A young boy encounters a mysterious structure known as the Echo Sphere and must confront the nature of existence.

13 Reasons Why
Let The Dead Bury The Dead
Clay is released on bail, Ani puts a plan to exonerate him into action, and the truth about Bryce's murder finally comes to light.

This Is Us
So Long, Marianne
Kevin brings a fragile Uncle Nicky to Randall's for Thanksgiving where he's finally able to make peace with Jack set against their Thanksgivings together in the past. Still at odds with Randall, Rebecca is unwilling to acknowledge her Alzheimer until she has an episode that shakes her to her core.

This Is Us
Sorry
Rebecca visits Randall in Philadelphia, Beth is troubled by a request from Deja, and Kevin has doubts about himself.

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Cargo
Jack Ryan searches for the truth behind Venezuela's transactions with various World Powers. James Greer, about to get sidelined from his new post in Russia, joins Jack in Venezuela and the two find themselves in the midst of a Venezuelan leader's re-election effort.

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Persona Non Grata
Reyes accuses the U.S. of tampering with the election. The U.S. Embassy is evacuated. Jack, Greer and Mike November must decide whether to follow orders or go off the grid. Reyes’ men pursue Matice and the American soldiers in the jungle.

Tommy
Cause Of Death
Tommy and her inner circle fight back against an LAPD and city government conspiracy to have her removed as police chief.

Tommy
In Dreams Begin Responsibilities
Edie Falco stars as a former high-ranking NYPD officer who becomes the first female chief of police for Los Angeles.

Truth Be Told
Monster
While reviewing an old case, Poppy comes face-to-face with the man she put away.

Tyler Perry's The Haves And The Have Nots
Bananas Foster
Jim plots for revenge.
Undone
The Hospital
While recovering in the hospital from her car accident, Alma talks with her dead father, who has a confusing and compelling request.

Vikings
The Best Laid Plans
Ivar and Igor may be plotting against Oleg, but they’re still part of the force that departs Kiev to invade Scandinavia. King Harald and King Bjorn begin furious preparations for the invasion. But can enough be done to resist the Rus force?

Virgin River
...And Found
Mel considers being a temporary foster parent to Chloe while grappling with her own grief. Jack works to convince her to stay in Virgin River.

Virgin River
Carry On
When nurse practitioner Mel moves to a remote town in Northern California looking for a new life, she’s startled by the welcome she receives.

The Walking Dead
Ghosts
The threat of the Whisperers return leads to paranoia sweeping over paranoia. In the meantime, Carol battles with the need for revenge.

The Walking Dead
What It Always Is
Supplies go missing from Hilltop, Negan is idolized by an Alexandrian, and Ezekiel holds a secret.

Westworld
Parce Domine
Season premiere. Dolores escapes into the real world, where she infiltrates a technocratic elite, and discovers that their world is not so different from her own. Caleb, a struggling veteran trying to better himself, has a life-changing encounter. Bernard’s attempts to lie low under a new identity are threatened.

White Lines
Episode 1
The discovery of a body believed to be her brother leads Zoe Walker to Ibiza, where she reconnects with his old friend Marcus, a DJ and drug dealer.

The Witcher
The End’s Beginning
Hostile townsfolk and a cunning mage greet Geralt in the town of Blaviken. Ciri finds her royal world upended when Nilfgaard sets its sights on Cintra.
The Witcher
Of Banquets, Bastards And Burials
Against his better judgment, Geralt accompanies Jaskier to a royal ball. Ciri wanders into an enchanted forest. Yennefer tries to protect her charges.

Wu Assassins
Drunken Watermelon
A botched restaurant order makes Kai a target of Triad members, who are unaware of his family connections - and his new status as the Wu Assassin.

Wu-Tang: An American Saga
Can It Be All So Simple
Staten Island, NY. The birth of Wu-Tang starts with a bang, literally.

Yellowstone
Behind Us Only Grey
John and Rip seek revenge. Monica ponders the consequences of her living situation. Jimmy clears old debts.

Yellowstone
Enemies By Monday
The Duttons gear up for a final fight with the Becks, and find that the feud may have dire consequences. Beth helps Monica out of an uncomfortable situation.

Yellowstone
A Thundering
Kayce settles into his new role at the Ranch. A damaging article threatens to expose John. Rainwater pitches his new plan to the tribal council.

Yellowstone
Touching Your Enemy
Jamie tries desperately to walk back a previous mistake. Kayce tracks down evidence. Monica and Martin attend a traditional Indian horse relay.

You
Fear And Loathing In Beverly Hills
Joe wants to get away, but Forty insists they finish their script. As pressure mounts, Forty’s excessive coping devices make for a harrowing night.

You
A Fresh Start
Joe — now “Will” — arrives in his own personal hell on Earth: LA. He’s trying to go straight, but the past doesn’t always leave well enough alone.

End of Category
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outstanding Writing For A Limited Series, Movie Or Dramatic Special</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agatha Christie: The Pale Horse</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A mysterious list of names is found in the shoes of a dead woman. What is the connection to the village of Much Deeping?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agatha Raisin And The Haunted House</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agatha Raisin’s (Ashley Jensen) instincts, savvy and humor are put to the test. When Agatha’s new detective agency fails to attract clients, her team investigates the haunting of Ivy Hall, a mystery that has baffled locals and treasure hunters for centuries. Based on M.C. Beaton’s mystery novels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>American Horror Story: 1984</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Girl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camp Redwood draws in a lost soul looking for closure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>American Son</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Son tells the story of Kendra Ellis-Connor (Kerry Washington), the mother of a missing teenage boy, as she struggles to put pieces together in a police station. The adaptation presents four viewpoints and navigates the dynamic of an interracial couple raising a mixed-race son.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bad Education</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Tassone and Pam Gluckin reign over a Long Island school district on the verge of the nation's top spot, spurring record college admissions and property values. When an embezzlement scheme surfaces that threatens to destroy all they’ve built, Frank is forced to maintain order— by whatever means necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barkskins</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the series premiere, a boat arrives in Wobik carrying indentured servants and Filles du Roi. Trepagny travels to town to collect his new men. Meanwhile, Hudson’s Bay agents Goames and Yvon question the Innkeeper Mathilde about the events surrounding a recent tragedy at the creek.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Belgravia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When a long-buried secret is unearthed it threatens the reputation and inheritance of many, sending shockwaves through the sophisticated society of London’s Belgravia. Pride and loyalty will be tested, as lives hang in the balance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blow The Man Down</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welcome to Easter Cove, a fishing village on Maine’s rocky coast. Grieving the loss of their mother, Mary Beth and Priscilla Connolly cover up a gruesome run-in with a dangerous man, leading them deeper into Easter Cove’s underbelly where they uncover the town matriarchs’ darkest secrets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Briarpatch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Time In Saint Disgrace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allegra Dill (Rosario Dawson) returns to Texas after her sister is murdered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Castle Rock</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Laughing Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the beginning....</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Catherine The Great
Amid scandal, intrigue and immense conflict, Russian empress Catherine the Great develops a unique and devoted relationship with Grigory Potemkin as they overcome their adversaries and serve as architects of modern-day Russia.

Cherish The Day
Genesis
A chance meeting between Gently James, a well-traveled caregiver from the West Adams district, and Evan Fisher, a software engineer, turns into an odyssey through south Los Angeles in which details of Gently’s untraditional childhood come to light.

A Christmas Carol
An original take on Dickens’s ghost story, A Christmas Carol is a spine-tingling immersion into Scrooge’s dark night of the soul.

A Christmas Winter Song
Clio (Ashanti) befriends Fred (Stan Shaw), a former jazz musician down on his luck. They form a special bond over music, and, Clio, having just lost her own father, helps Fred reconnect with his daughter at Christmas.

The Clark Sisters: First Ladies Of Gospel
The Clark Sisters: First Ladies of Gospel recounts the story of the legendary pioneers of contemporary gospel music and their trailblazing mother, Mattie Moss Clark.

Dead Still
The darkly comic Irish murder mystery set during the Victorian era of the real-life practice of “post-mortem photography” follows memorial photographer Brock Blennerhasset (Michael Smiley) as he commemorates the recently deceased. Meanwhile a tenacious detective investigates a series of local murders and eyes possible disturbing connections between them and Brock.

Defending Jacob
Defending Jacob unfolds around a shocking crime that rocks a small Massachusetts town and one family in particular, forcing an assistant district attorney to choose between his sworn duty to uphold justice and his unconditional love for his son.

Devs
A young software engineer, Lily Chan, investigates the secretive development division of her employer, a cutting-edge tech company based in Silicon Valley, which she believes is behind the murder of her boyfriend.

Dispatches From Elsewhere
The Boy
A final mystery is solved.

Dispatches From Elsewhere
The Creator
Simone, Peter, and Janice explore new interests, while Fredwynn finds it hard to let go.

Dolly Parton's Heartstrings: These Old Bones
A mysterious mountain woman steps into the spotlight as a lawyer struggles to find her voice of seeing, believing and everything between.
**Dracula**
The Count Dracula legend transforms with new tales that flesh out the vampire’s gory crimes — and bring his vulnerability into the light.

**Dublin Murders**
Episode 1
In the summer of 2006, Rob Reilly, a smart-suited homicide detective, and his partner Cassie are dispatched to investigate a child’s murder, and they find a community caught between old and new Ireland.

**The Eddy**
Jude
Jude spends a wild and disorienting day with his ex — and her new beau. Elliot contends with demands from the gang and the police.

**El Camino: A Breaking Bad Movie**
In the wake of his dramatic escape from captivity, Jesse Pinkman (Aaron Paul) must come to terms with his past in order to forge some kind of future.

**Four Weddings And A Funeral**
Game Night
Maya and Kash get to know each other behind Ainsley’s back. Tony 2 realizes he and Andrew come from very different worlds. Ainsley and Craig play matchmaker, as do Gemma and Duffy.

**Four Weddings And A Funeral**
The Winner Takes It All
An impending funeral stirs up old feelings for Maya. Haroon pressures Kash to consider an arranged marriage. Gemma makes a difficult parenting decision. Duffy and Tabby take a big step in their relationship.

**Hollywood**
A Hollywood Ending
Jack, Archie and Ray grieve a loss. Camille receives advice from her idol as Dick unveils his plan to release Meg.

**I Know This Much Is True**
Episode Six
After a startling confrontation, Dominick seeks reconciliation with those closest to him and receives an answer to the question that has haunted him all his life.

**Lady And The Tramp**
Lady And The Tramp is a re-telling of the 1955 animated film: a pampered house dog and a tough but lovable stray embark on an unexpected adventure and, despite their differences, grow closer and come to understand the value of home.

**Little Fires Everywhere**
The Spark
The picture-perfect lives of the Richardson family are upended by the mysterious arrival of Mia Warren and her daughter in Shaker Heights, Ohio—an idyllic town founded on the utopian principals of harmony and order. Do-gooder Elena Richardson rents to the mother-daughter duo, irrevocably intertwining the fates of the two families.
Looking For Alaska
Now Comes The Mystery
Culver Creek grapples with a devastating tragedy. A potential clue only leads to more questions.

The Loudest Voice
1995
Roger Ailes, fresh from being fired from CNBC, joins forces with media magnate Rupert Murdoch to form Fox News Channel, a conservative cable news outlet. Working feverishly to get ahead of the competition, Roger must do the unthinkable — put an entire network on the air in six months.

The Loudest Voice
2012
Fox News Channel is now the dominant news outlet and Roger is working the levers of his power. He doesn’t see the danger posed by Gretchen Carlson. After years of harassment by Roger, she’s finally had enough.

Miracle Workers: Dark Ages
Graduation
Al pursues her education, while Prince Chauncley tries to live up to his father’s expectations.

Miracle Workers: Dark Ages
Holiday
Al and Prince Chauncley struggle to deal with their families over the holidays.

Mrs. America
Betty
As Stop ERA grows and gains media attention, Betty Friedan, the mother of the Feminist movement, makes it her mission to take down Phyllis.

Mrs. America
Houston
Alice, Rosemary and Pamela cross into enemy territory at the National Women’s Conference in Houston, where they come face-to-face with Feminist leaders.

Mrs. America
Jill
With a pro-ERA Republican in the White House, Phyllis protests her own party, which puts her in conflict with Republican Feminist leader, Jill Ruckelshaus.

Mrs. America
Phyllis & Fred & Brenda & Marc
Sparks fly when Phyllis and Fred debate superstar Feminist couple Brenda and Marc, exposing issues of dominance and sexuality in their respective marriages.

Mrs. America
Shirley
Shirley Chisholm makes an historic run for president while Phyllis Schlafly takes her anti-ERA organization national.
Mrs. Fletcher
Care Package
Brendan visits a peer support group and makes a new friend. After a troubling encounter with her ex-husband Ted, Eve bonds with her community college writing class at a local bar.

Mrs. Fletcher
Invisible Fence
Eve gets out of her comfort zone, joining Margo at a hip party in Brooklyn. Brendan and Chloe have an unexpected encounter at a college event promoting body-positivity.

Mrs. Fletcher
Welcome Back
In the series finale, Eve celebrates a life-changing decision. Brendan has an epiphany about college. Sanjay does a good deed.

Noelle
Kris Kringle’s daughter is full of holiday spirit, but wishes she could do something "important" like her brother Nick, who will take over for their father this Christmas. When Nick starts to crumble from the pressure, Noelle suggests he get away… but when he doesn’t return, Noelle must save Christmas.

Normal People
Episode 3
Connell becomes anxious when his friends tease him about Marianne, suspecting they’ve guessed about their relationship. Fueled by anxiety, Connell makes an unexpected decision that hurts Marianne.

One Fine Christmas
Three African-American families attempt to manage their internal struggles in trying to reach Christmas day.

Our Boys
Chapter 3: Two Packs Of Red Next
Simon meets with Hussein to probe him for details about his son’s life and learns of an earlier kidnapping attempt in the neighborhood. Shabak zeroes in on identifying the kidnappers’ car. Hussein and Suha return home to find their neighborhood in a riot, while misinformation spreads across the internet.

Patsy & Loretta
Patsy & Loretta is based on the untold true story of the friendship between two of country music’s greatest icons, Patsy Cline and Loretta Lynn. Already well established in her career, Patsy takes Loretta under her wing, helping her navigate the male-dominated Nashville music industry.

The Plot Against America
Part 2
Bengelsdorf, with Evelyn as his assistant and lover, becomes a fundamental asset in the Lindbergh camp, while Sandy, enamored of the aviator’s charm and history, begins a rebellion of his own within the Levin family. Meanwhile, Alvin must decide between working for a real estate developer or fighting against fascism.
Quiz

This three-part limited series is based on the true story of Major Charles Ingram and his wife, Diana, who were accused of cheating their way to a million pounds on the world’s most popular game show in 2001, Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?

Robin Roberts Presents: Stolen By My Mother: The Kamiyah Mobley Story

Robin Robin Presents: Stolen By My Mother: The Kamiyah Mobley Story stars Niecy Nash, Rayven Ferrell and Ta’Rhonda Jones in the true story of a young woman who discovers at age 18, she was abducted as a baby and the family she knew to be hers, wasn’t hers at all.

Sacred Lies: The Singing Bones

Chapter Nine: Bloodline

Harper follows a promising lead on Elsie’s family. Peter takes Elsie to an important place from her past, helping her access the truth about her mother.

Sacred Lies: The Singing Bones

Chapter One: The Singing Bones

Harper, a reclusive online investigator, breaks open a cold case. Elsie, a troubled foster kid, tries to recall the song linking her to a mother she barely remembers – and to Peter, a convict with dark secrets.

Sacred Lies: The Singing Bones

Chapter Seven: The Hunt

Harper and Elsie track Peter to his hometown. Harper and Peter’s histories collide in an unexpected way, and Elsie finds herself in the center of a twisted ritual.

Sanditon (MASTERPIECE)

Episode 2

Aiming to seal a match for her nephew Edward, Lady Denham hosts a pineapple party for the West Indian heiress, Miss Lambe. Edward’s beautiful relatives Esther and Clara complicate matters, while Charlotte and Sidney have an awkward confrontation.

Selah And The Spades

Selah And The Spades

Five factions run the underground life at prestigious Haldwell boarding school. The head of the most powerful faction - The Spades - is Selah Summers. By turns charming and callous, she chooses whom to keep close and whom to cut loose, walking the fine line between being feared and loved.

Self Made: Inspired By The Life Of Madam C.J. Walker

Bootstraps

Sarah’s dream of opening a factory hinges on securing the support of local Black businessmen - and an endorsement from the famous Booker T. Washington.

Self Made: Inspired By The Life Of Madam C.J. Walker

The Fight Of The Century

Aspiring to be more than a washerwoman, Sarah grows determined to sell Addie’s hair product. But when she’s cruelly rebuffed, the gloves come off.
Self Made: Inspired By The Life Of Madam C.J. Walker

The Walker Girl

Sarah’s ambitious plans for expanding her empire take her to New York - and lead to betrayals personal and professional that threaten all she’s built.

Share

After discovering a disturbing video from a night she doesn't remember, sixteen-year-old Mandy must try and figure out what happened and how to navigate the escalating fallout.

The Spy

The Immigrant

Desperate to get an agent inside Syria, Mossad recruits Egyptian born Eli and puts him through a crash course in spycraft.

Stargirl

Stargirl is a tender and offbeat coming-of-age story based on the young adult novel about an unassuming high schooler who finds himself inexplicably drawn to the free-spirited new girl, whose unconventional ways change how they see themselves...and their world.

The Terror: Infamy

A Sparrow In A Swallow's Nest

In 1941, Chester Nakayama is caught between his insular Japanese-American neighborhood on Terminal Island and his current all-American life. Extreme circumstances push his community and personal life to the brink, all while someone watches closely.

Togo

Togo is the untold true story set in the winter of 1925 that takes viewers across the treacherous terrain of the Alaskan tundra for an adventure that will test the strength, courage and determination of one man, Leonhard Seppala, and his lead sled dog, Togo.

Too Old To Die Young

Volume 1: The Devil

A Los Angeles Sheriff's Deputy is slowly dragged into a dark underworld following a tragic shooting.

Transparent Musicale Finale

When the Pfeffermans face a life-changing loss, they begin a musical journey. As they face this new transition, they confront grief and come together to celebrate connection, joy and transformation.

Troop Zero

In rural 1977 Georgia, a misfit girl dreams of life in outer space. When a national competition offers her a chance at her dream, to be recorded on NASA’s Golden Record, she recruits a makeshift troop of Birdie Scouts, forging friendships that last a lifetime and beyond.

Unbelievable

Episode 1

As a traumatized young woman reports being raped by an intruder, she faces a whirlwind of emotions -- and increasingly skeptical questions from police.
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt: Kimmy vs. The Reverend
Kimmy Schmidt (Ellie Kemper) sets off on her biggest adventure yet. Three states! Private planes! Explosions! Karate! Will Kimmy defeat the Reverend (Jon Hamm) and get to her wedding on time? With the help of her friend Titus (Tituss Burgess), she's going to try, dammit!

Unorthodox
Part 1
Born and raised in a New York Hasidic community, Esty struggles after a fruitless first year of marriage. She runs away to Berlin and finds new freedom.

Watchmen
This Extraordinary Being
Deep under the influence of Nostalgia, Angela gets a firsthand account of her grandfather’s journey.

Years And Years
This epic saga takes an ordinary family, the Lyons, and catapults them through the next 15 years. They fall in and out of love, grow old, fall apart and come back together, while constantly looking forward.

ZeroZeroZero
Miranda
As Manuel and his team face the consequences of their choices, Chris and Don Minu, at the opposites of the world, have to face some dangerous and unexpected circumstances.

ZeroZeroZero
Tampico Skies
When the infighting within the 'Ndrangheta puts at risk the Lynwood family's business and A1:N11 the latter have to take the matter in their own hands.

End of Category
Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series

Alternatino With Arturo Castro

Astronomy Club: The Sketch Show

At Home With Amy Sedaris

Bill Burr Presents IanTalk: Ideas Not Worth Spreading

Bill Burr Presents Jessica Kirson: Talking To Myself

A Black Lady Sketch Show

CONAN

Crank Yankers

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

The Degenerates

Desus & Mero

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee

Good Talk With Anthony Jeselnik

The Iliza Shlesinger Sketch Show

Jimmy Kimmel Live!

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver

The Late Late Show With James Corden

Late Night With Seth Meyers

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

A Little Late With Lilly Singh

Patriot Act With Hasan Minhaj

Real Time With Bill Maher

Saturday Night Live

Sherman’s Showcase

The Soup
Tiffany Haddish Presents: They Ready

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Tosh.0

End of Category
Adam Devine: Best Time Of Our Lives
Frenetic comic Adam Devine talks teen awkwardness, celebrity encounters, his "Pitch Perfect" audition and more in a special from his hometown of Omaha.

AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute To Denzel Washington
AFI's annual tradition gathers American film’s finest to honor Denzel Washington in a gala celebration of artistic inspiration. With Mahershala Ali, Chadwick Boseman, Jodie Foster, Jamie Foxx, Morgan Freeman, Michael B. Jordan, Spike Lee, Issa Rae, Julia Roberts, Cicely Tyson and a performance from Jennifer Hudson.

Alice Wetterlund: My Mama Is A Human And So Am I
Follow comedian / actor Alice Wetterlund as she reveals her personal struggles with peeping toms, cat-rearing, alcoholism and the secret alien conspiracy behind new country music in her breakout comedy special.

Alonzo Bodden: Heavy Lightweight
In this day and age if it were all heavy it wouldn't be a comedy special, it would be a depression special. Alonzo Bodden is very aware of this, so he goes back and forth, from Heavy to Lightweight, because he knows we need a break from news in comedy.

Arsenio Hall: Smart & Classy
In his first stand-up special, Arsenio Hall discusses getting older, the changing times and culture, social issues and even bothersome baby toes.

Aziz Ansari: Right Now
Aziz Ansari shares deep personal insights and hilarious takes on wokeness, family and social climate.

Bert Kreischer: Hey Big Boy
Ever the stand-up party animal, comic Bert Kreischer riffs on parenting and family life, being a gun and pet owner, his dad discovering pot, and more.

Bill Burr: Paper Tiger
Bill Burr unloads on outrage culture, male feminism, cultural appropriation, robot sex and more in a blistering stand-up special shot in London.

Celebrity Escape Room
Jack Black, host and the all-knowing "Game Master," puts his celebrity friends to the test as they work together under intense pressure to beat the clock, unlocking a series of surprising puzzle rooms to ultimately engineer their great escape in this uproarious and heart-pounding adventure.

Christmas In Rockefeller Center
Celebrate the season with the lighting of the iconic tree in Rockefeller Plaza including performances by Chicago, Brett Eldredge, Derek & Julianne Hough, John Legend, Idina Menzel, Lea Michele, Gwen Stefani, and the Radio City Rockettes. Savannah Guthrie, Hoda Kotb, Craig Melvin, Al Roker host the event.

Conan Without Borders: Ghana
Conan, invited to Ghana for “The Year of Return,” experiences numerous adventures with his companion and “Veep” star Sam Richardson, including meeting the Queen Mother, visiting a market and cooking show, commissioning a fantasy coffin, and shooting a music video, all while getting to know the wonderful people of Ghana.
Dan Soder: Son Of A Gary
Comedian and actor Dan Soder reflects on growing up in the wake of his dead, alcoholic father, all while making honest and hilarious observations about finding his place in modern society, and coming of age during the advent of the internet.

Daniel Sloss: X
Taped in Sydney, Australia, Sloss skewers society's gender constructs and mines his own personal experiences, flipping the script on what we've come to expect from male comedians in terms of talking about gender and sexuality. Sloss provides insights, along with his unexpurgated Scottish-level swearing and brazen disregard for uncomfortable topics.

Dave Chappelle: Sticks & Stones
Dave Chappelle takes on gun culture, the opioid crisis and the tidal wave of celebrity scandals in a defiant stand-up special filmed in Atlanta.

Deon Cole: Cole Hearted
Embracing his belief that comedy is the last raw form of expression, Deon Cole explains the right time to thank Jesus and the wrong time to say "welp."

Fortune Feimster: Sweet & Salty
Actor, comedian and writer Fortune Feimster takes the stage and riffs on her southern roots, sexual awakenings, showbiz career and more.

Frankenstein's Monster's Monster, Frankenstein
When actor David Harbour finds lost footage of his father's disastrous televised stage play of a literary classic, he uncovers shocking family secrets.

Garth Brooks: Gershwin Prize For Popular Song
The Library of Congress celebrates Garth Brooks as he receives one of music's highest honors: The Gershwin Prize for Popular Song.

Gary Gulman: The Great Depresh
Through stand-up comedy and documentary, The Great Depresh recounts Gary Gulman's harrowing lifelong journey through depression, mental illness and remission. Through Gulman's warm onstage humor and real glimpses of the comic's life off the stage, the special hilariously opens a dialogue and destigmatizes an ailment that afflicts millions.

77th Annual Golden Globe Awards
The 77th Annual Golden Globe Awards, held live from the Beverly Hilton Hotel, was hosted by Ricky Gervais, honoring the year's best in television and motion pictures. Special honorees included Tom Hanks for the Cecil B. DeMille Award recipient for career achievement and Ellen Degeneres, who received the Carol Burnett Award.

Graduate Together: America Honors The High School Class Of 2020
In response to the cancellation of high school graduation ceremonies due to Covid-19, Graduate Together: America Honors the High School Class of 2020 was a special carried across 46 broadcast network and streaming partners simultaneously. The telecast honored students, teachers and families with commencement addresses, musical performances and inspirational vignettes.

Hannah Gadsby: Douglas
Hannah Gadsby returns for her second special and digs deep into the complexities of popularity, identity and her most unusual dog park encounter.
**Holidays With The Houghs**
Derek and Julianne Hough perform in show-stopping holiday musical and dance performances featuring special surprise guests.

**Homefest: James Corden's Late Late Show Special**
James Corden hosted this global special safely from his own garage. Bringing people together to keep them apart. With performances of music, comedy and magic from artists all around the world; from London to Italy, South Korea to LA; raising much needed money and awareness for Covid-19.

**Ilana Glazer: The Planet Is Burning**
In Ilana Glazer's debut standup special she shares her thoughts on partnership, being a successful stoner adult, Nazis, Diva Cups, and more. This hour proves how useless the patriarchy is. The Planet Is Burning, and it’s time a short, queer, hairy New York Jew screams it in your face!

**Iliza Shlesinger: Unveiled**
Here comes the bride, and she’s got plenty to say. Newlywed Iliza Shlesinger dissects wedding traditions as she mines her nuptials for laughs.

**#IMomSoHard Live**
Comedians Kristin Hensley and Jen Smedley of the viral webseries #IMOMSOHARD bring you their 2-person stand-up show! Combining stand-up & improvisation, the two share their honest and self-effacing humor on topics ranging from friendship, periods, sex after marriage, body image, and parenting failures.

**Jayde Adams: Serious Black Jumper**
Jayde Adams brings her latest stand-up show to the screen. If you want to be a ‘successful independent woman person’ you better have something to say and you better be wearing the feminist wardrobe staple; the Serious Black Jumper™.

**Jeff Dunham: Beside Himself**
Jeff Dunham takes the stage in Dallas with his old pals Peanut, Walter, José Jalapeño, Bubba J and Achmed to poke fun at himself and American culture.

**Jeff Garlin: Our Man In Chicago**
Comedian Jeff Garlin (unintentionally) celebrates his 37th year of stand-up and shares his learnings on love, loss, success and food addiction.

**Jenny Slate: Stage Fright**
Jenny Slate's first stand-up special is a mix of stage time, funny stories about adulthood and conversations with family in her childhood home.

**Jerry Seinfeld: 23 Hours To Kill**
Jerry Seinfeld takes the stage in New York and tackles talking vs. texting, bad buffets vs. so-called "great" restaurants and the magic of Pop Tarts.

**Jim Gaffigan: Quality Time**
Jim Gaffigan doesn’t understand why we aren’t more honest about the reasons we don’t want to attend events, while at the same time embrace lying to kids. In his comedy special, he covers everything from horses and dog birthdays to traveling and museums.
Jimmy O. Yang: Good Deal
Performed live at the Neptune Theater in Seattle, Jimmy O. Yang: Good Deal covers Jimmy’s hilarious interactions with immigrant parents, his thoughts on Matt Damon, and whether ghosts will haunt one-bedroom apartments.

Jo Koy: Comin’ In Hot
Comedian Jo Koy takes center stage in Hawaii and shares his candid take on cultural curiosities, filter-free fatherhood and more.

John Mulaney & The Sack Lunch Bunch
John Mulaney and his kid pals tackle existential topics for all ages with catchy songs, comedy sketches and special guests in a nostalgic variety special.

The Kacey Musgraves Christmas Show
Kacey Musgraves' update on the classic holiday variety special features new songs and time-honored classics. Special guests include Camila Cabello, Kendall Jenner, James Corden, Lana Del Rey, the Radio City Rockettes, and many more.

Katherine Ryan: Glitter Room
Fresh from a tour, comedian Katherine Ryan shares shrewd observations about school bullies, revenge bodies and raising a very fancy child.

The Kennedy Center Honors
The artistic achievements of Sally Field, Linda Ronstadt, Michael Tilson Thomas, Earth, Wind and Fire and "Sesame Street" were honored in the telecast, hosted by LL Cool J, and featuring musical tributes, dramatic presentations by Tom Hanks, Pierce Brosnan, Maura Tierney, Steven Spielberg, comedy by Big Bird and the Muppets.

Leslie Jones: Time Machine
From trying to seduce Prince to battling sleep apnea, LeslieJones traces her evolution as an adult in a joyfully raw and outrageous stand-up special.

Lil Rel Howery: Live In Crenshaw
Comedian and actor Lil Rel Howery combines a talent for well-crafted storytelling with his trademark observational humor to create a stand-up show that is raw, personal, and refreshingly hilarious.

Macy's Fourth Of July Fireworks Spectacular
The annual Macy’s 4th of July Fireworks® Spectacular returns for a night of beautiful fireworks and performances by the biggest names in music.

Marc Maron: End Times Fun
Marc Maron wades through a swamp of vitamin hustlers, evangelicals and grown male nerd children, culminating in a gleefully filthy end-times fantasy.

Michelle Wolf: Joke Show
Comedian Michelle Wolf takes on outrage culture, massages, childbirth, feminism and much more (like otters) in a stand-up special from New York City.

Mike Birbiglia: The New One
Comedian Mike Birbiglia hits Broadway with a hilarious yet profound one-man show that recounts his emotional and physical journey to parenthood.
Mike E. Winfield: StepMan
Who says you can’t get along with those annoying step kids? Mike E. Winfield explains the challenges of marrying an older woman and being a step father to a son with whom he shares similar qualities. Step Son and Step Homies!

Mike Epps: Only One Mike
In a raw stand-up special, Mike Epps mixes it up as he tackles sexual misconduct, special ed, aging body parts and much more.

Miranda Sings Live...Your Welcome
Viral video star Miranda Sings and her real-world alter ego Colleen Ballinger share the stage in a special packed with music, comedy and "magichinry."

Miss America 2020
The scholarship competition "Miss America 2020" returns with a two-hour telecast that will follow the 51 compelling candidates as they compete for life-changing scholarships. The show will highlight a diverse group of young students and professionals who are advancing the message of female strength, independence and empowerment.

My Favorite Shapes By Julio Torres
The comedian, Saturday Night Live writer and Los Espookys star, Julio Torres, examines his favorite shapes – including a plexiglass square, an oval that wishes it were a circle, a self-conscious cactus, a Ferrero Rocher chocolate and more. With guest voices that include Lin-Manuel Miranda, Ryan Gosling and Emma Stone.

NBC’s New Year’s Eve 2020
New Year’s Eve 2020 is hosted by Carson Daly and Julianne Hough, and features performances from X Ambassadors, Brett Eldredge, NE-YO, Leslie Odom Jr., Blake Shelton, Gwen Stefani and The Struts.

A Night Of Covenant House Stars
A Night of Covenant House Stars: a virtual concert on behalf of Covenant House (providing care, support to homeless and trafficked youth); Co-hosted by Audra Mcdonald and John Dickerson with appearances by over 50 powerhouses: Rachel Brosnahan, Dolly Parton, Morgan Freeman, Mary Elizabeth Ellis, Capathia Jenkins, Jordan Fisher, Meryl Streep

Nikki Glaser: Bangin’
Nikki Glaser bares all in a blistering stand-up special about sex, sobriety and getting over her own insecurities. And she won’t spare you the details.

One World: Together At Home
One World: Together At Home is an eight-hour special that aired simultaneously on three broadcast networks, 20 cable networks, dozens of major streaming platforms, and in 175 countries. It raised $127.9 million for frontline healthcare workers and the WHO’s COVID-19 efforts.

The Oscars
A global broadcast honoring the filmmaking community, televised live in the U.S. and in more than 250 countries/territories, featuring 24 awards categories from Cinematography to Best Picture, with presenters including Rami Malek and Regina King, performances by Elton John and Idina Menzel, and wins by Laura Dern and Brad Pitt.

A Parks And Recreation Special
Leslie Knope uses a phone tree to check-in with her friends, family, and favorite citizens of Pawnee -- finding a way to buoy their mental and emotional health during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Patton Oswalt: I Love Everything
Turning 50. Finding love again. Buying a house. Experiencing existential dread at Denny’s. Life comes at Patton Oswalt fast in this stand-up special.

Pete Davidson: Alive From New York
Comedian and “SNL” star Pete Davidson drops a candid and intimate stand-up special shot live in New York City.

Ramy Youssef: Feelings
Filmed in the Chicago Cultural Center, the special is hyper contemporary—taking up post-truth, identity, Jussie Smollett, and 9/11. It’s about the thoughts we don’t want to have and the ones we didn’t even know existed. It’s twisty comedy that reflects the circuitry and complexity of the space itself.

The Red Nose Day Special 2020
This annual all-star fundraiser, which has surpassed $200 million in funds for over 25 million children around the world, celebrates the power of entertainment with celebrities, comedians and musical guests— all taking action for vulnerable children and families affected by COVID-19.

Rise Up New York! The Robin Hood Relief Benefit
The biggest names in music, film, television, theater, food, and sports come together to celebrate the city that shaped them and raise more than $115 million to help those hit hardest by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Rob Delaney: Jackie
Rob Delaney unpacks the horror and the joys of his life in London: swimming in tea, getting scammed, being a father and a husband, the monarchy, the rise of the sexbots, and the disappearance of his friend Jackie.

Ronny Chieng: Asian Comedian Destroys America!
Ronny Chieng (“The Daily Show,” “Crazy Rich Asians”) takes center stage in this stand-up special and riffs on modern American life and more.

Russell Peters: Deported
Russell Peters takes his culturally comedic roadshow to the land of his ancestors, Mumbai, India for an evening that’s as informative as it is entertaining. Reflecting on his own immigrant lineage Peters proves why he’s more than one in 1.3 billion.

Saturday Night Seder
A streaming Passover Seder variety show with stories and musical performances to benefit the CDC Foundation’s Coronavirus Emergency Response Fund.

Seth Meyers: Lobby Baby
SNL alumnus and subversive master of late-night TV Seth Meyers comes out from behind the desk to share some lighthearted stories from his own life.

Simon Amstell: Set Free
Honest, introspective comic Simon Amstell digs deep and delivers a uniquely vulnerable stand-up set on love, ego, intimacy and ayahuasca.
The SpongeBob Musical: Live On Stage!
SpongeBob and all of Bikini Bottom face catastrophe—until a most unexpected hero rises to take center stage. The SpongeBob Musical: Live On Stage! A theatrical party full of heart and humor, where the power of optimism really can save the world.

Taylor Tomlinson: Quarter-Life Crisis
She’s halfway through her 20s — and she’s over it. Too old to party, too young to settle down, comedian Taylor Tomlinson takes aim at her life choices.

Tiffany Haddish: Black Mitzvah
On her 40th birthday, Tiffany Haddish drops a bombastic special studded with singing, dancing and raunchy reflections on her long road to womanhood.

Tom Papa: You’re Doing Great!
Comedian Tom Papa takes on body image issues, social media, pets, Staten Island, the “old days” and more in a special from his home state of New Jersey.

Tom Segura: Ball Hog
Tom Segura scores laughs with uncomfortably candid stories about mothers, fathers, following your dreams — and other things you’d rather not think about.

73rd Annual Tony Awards
James Corden hosted the celebration of Broadway’s 2018-2019 season, live, from Radio City Music Hall, featuring original musical numbers, comedy, live performances from the nominated shows and dramatic presentations.

Whitmer Thomas: The Golden One
Whitmer Thomas returns home to the famed Flora-Bama Lounge, where his late mother and twin sister used to perform. The unconventional comic reflects on his Alabama childhood vs. his current life in L.A., his identity as an “aging-emo kid,” and more. Featuring songs written and performed by the comedian.

Whitney Cummings: Can I Touch It?
In her fourth stand-up special, Whitney Cummings returns to her hometown of Washington, D.C., and riffs on modern feminism, technology and more.